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INTRODUCTION

The fundamental conviction governing thi.s thesis is th;:~t moral

reasoning, one kind of that mental activity we all enr~age in when trying

to decide how we ought to act in any given situation, is a rational

activity, and, therefore, governed by certain rules. 1-:;oral reasoniYlg is

classifiable into two sorts (althol~gh some would disagree with the first

classification): (1) the kind of reasoning used to verify what I call

the 'first principles of morals', and, (2) the moral reasoning process

we engage in when we deduce a part icular moral judgment from an

evaluative premiss conjoined with a factual premiss (the practical

syllogism), e.g. 'Stealing is wrong, and this is steaJing; therefore,

this is \~ong.' The 'first princirles of morals i are the standards we

refer to if someone 'questions the evaluative rremiss we have used in

deduc ing a particular moral judgment. For example , if we ar gu. ed. from the

premiss, 'Adultery is wrong', we could, if pressed, refer this 'Tinciple

to a more general principle, such as, IHwnan sexual activity ought to be

regUlated,' and this in turn, could be verified (if I may ar.ticirate my

conclusion) by appealing to certain facts. My reason for separating the

two kinds of reasoning is set out in detail in Chapter III, and I will

only state it briefly here. Reasoninp, of type (2) involves a familiar

pattern of inference in which we proceed from the premisses to a

conclusion, and since the conclusion in moral reasoning is a demand for

an action, we refer to this type of syllogism as the practical syllogism,

and the normal rules of inference hold for it. ~Vhen verifying a more general
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moral principle, we are involved in a kind of reasonin8 analog-

ous to the inductive model, in that we are setting forth certain

facts as evidence for a certain moral principle. I will argue that

there is a sense in which we can meaning~llly speak of facts 'entail

ing' values, although not according to the strict logical use of

'entail' in which it means, 'logically deducible from'. When our

moral reasoning takes the form of deductive reasoning, however, we

can speak of the conclusion being strictly entailed by the con

junction of, the premisses. The model I am proposing is an inductive

deductive one in which the 'first principles of morals', established

by reference to the relevant facts, act as 'axioms' from which we can

derive more specific moral princirles capable of acting as premisses

in practical syllogisms. It is only a model, however, and we must

be careful not to confuse the ethical 'axioms' with the axioms of

the mathematical and empirical sciences. They are not, to use Kantian

language, synthetic ~ priori judgments because we can never be

certain that we have set forth all the relevant facts used to veri-

fy them; the ethical 'axioms' have the kind of practical certitude

(to use a more relevant analogy) that the legal jUdgment, 'This

man is guilty beyond ~ reasonable doubt', has. M.y primary purpose

in this thesis is to show that 'first principles of morals 1 or ethical

'axioms' are verifiable by reference to facts, and that, therefore,

they are not purely a matter of choice (although, as we will see, there

is a sense in which they are; for, every man must ultimately will to

adopt a moral standard, rather than merely mentioning it). Although

I use the term, 'verifiable', it would be wise, since we are dealing
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with the contingent matters of human affairs, to add the caveat,

'beyond a reasonable doubt', for it is always logically possible for

someone to point out facts which we have not considered and which

could cause us to modify a moral principle or to reject it all'

togetherQ It is useful to recall Aristotle's words regarding the

kind of certitude we can have in ethics:

In studying this subject we must be content if we attain
as high a degree of certainty as the matter of it admits.
The same accuracy or finish is not to be looked for in all
discussions any more than in all the nroductions of the
studio and the workshop. • ••• It is a mark of the educated
man and a proof of his culture that in every subject he
looks for only so much precision as its nature permits.
For example, it is absurd to demand logical demonstrations
from a professional speaker; we might as well accept mere
probabilities from a mathematician. l

Chapter I is an exposition of R. M. Hare's account of the

logical properties of moral language, and I have chosen to begin

with Hare for two reasons: (1) Hare recognizes that moral reason-

ing is a type of deductive reasor~ng for which the normal rules of

inference hold, and (2) Hare's approach to ethics is a good example

of the failure of ethics(when. conceived as the study of moral language),

to account for the first principles of morals beyond saying that

each individual must decide which set of first principles he is going

to adopt. While I agree with much of Hare's analysis of moral lang-

uage, I disagree with him that the 'first principles of morals' are

irreducible, unanalyzable, and unverifia,ble, beyond this or that

indivichlal's choice of them. I will show that Hare himself recog-

nizes the weakness in his position, and that there is need for a .

sense in which we can say that the 'first principles of morals' are

verifiable, and I -would suggest that this is why he finds Utilitarianism
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attractive and compatible with his own theory of 'universal prescrip-

tivism' :

it/e have, it is true .• still to grarple with the 'maxi
mization y. equalization problem alluded to above. But
this does not destroy the interest for ethical theory
of this link between universalizability on the one hand
and utilitarian ideas on the other. It may point to a
synthesis between two standpoints in ethics which have
been though to be opposed (though Hill saw that they
have an affinity).2

I also sug,~est that the feature which Hare finds so attractive about

Utilitarianism, viz., its basic premiss that the 'first principles'

are verifiable b;)T reference to certain facts, is ;:J. i'{-;~Ltnre of the

natnral 1m" theory, and this points to a synthesis between 'universal

prescriptivism' and natural law theory. This approach has been

well- dUbbed, 'the good-reasons approach', and it is an apt term

for the synthesis of 'universal prescriptivism ' and natural law:

\vnile it shares the prescriptive emnhasis with emotive
theory, it refuses to abandon the conception of some sort
of validity in ethical inference. It reminds us of the
stubborn fact that we do offer factual statements as reas
ons for moral conclusions and regard some reasons as better
than others.3

Chapter I, then, is a critical analysis of Har~'s account of moral

reasoning in which I try to establish that there is a need for

more than a purely logical account of moral language, and I suggest

that this 'something more' is supplied by that feature of the nattrral

law theory which states that the 'first principles of morals' are

verifiable by reference to the relevant facts, viz.,those of human nature.

In Charter II, I critically examine the concept of natural

law as stated by Thomas Aquinas, beginning with his account of

synderesis. Aquinas' account of moral reasoning resembles, in ~any

I
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ways, that of Hare, but they are at variance on the matter of the

verifiability of the 'first principles', or the linder.-:.onstrc..i.Jle

princirles' as Aquinas calls them. Aquinas holds that the 'first

principles of morals', which provide the starting-point for the pract

ical syllogism, are not a matter of choice, and a corollary of this

is that there are certain moral principles which we oUGht to adopt.

His account of how we do arrive at the 'first principles' is somewhat

confusing, for he holds that (1) they are derived from a consideration

of certain 'facts' of human nature, and (2) they are self-evident.

I will argue that we cannot derive obligation from self-evidence, but

that we can derive it from a consideration of facts. In Chapter II,

I attempt to show what Tdnd of difficulties we get into if we accept

the thesis that there is a logical gap between facts and values.

The final Chapter of this thesis is concerned primarily with

the more precise characterization of the relationship between facts

and values, althou'~h its main imrort is negative, showing what this

relationship cannot be rather than what it is. The questio~ of the

verifiability of moral principles centres about this question. I will

define a sense of entailment which is relevant to the case of morals,

and more useful than the strict logici.:l sense in which that term is

used. I will conclude that we can give a sense to the statement,' Facts

entail values" which obviates Hume' s observation expressed in the

aphorism, 'No oughts from ises'. If what I say about the informal

sense of 'entail' is acceptable, then the path is cleared for a syn

thesis . between l.miversal prescriptivism and natural la\'l. The impor-

tanc~e of the natural law theory in ethi's, I believe, lies in the prin-
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ciple governing it, viz., moral standards are related to facts of

human nature and the world, so that there is no logical gulf between

facts and values. The importance of universal prescriptivism lies

in its insistence that moral reasoning is a rational activity, that

any particular moral principle must always be capable (if we are to

avoid an infinite regress in our moral reasoning) of reference to

a more general moral standard, and, most importantly, that moral

principles are prescriptive, meant to guide our conmlct.
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CHAPTER I

According to Thomas Aquinas, moral reasoning begins with

certain general principles, the "first principles of the practical

reason ll , which are in some sense self-evident and derived from a

consideratian of man's natural incJ.inations. These nrinciples comprise

the natural 1m-i. Some serious criticisms have been made of the notion

of a natural law, and the most power~ll of these is that any ethics

based on a conception of the natural la.w commits what G. E. Hoore

has labelled the "Naturalistic Fallacyll. Another serious criticism,

although less encompassing than the former, comes from the logician's

quarters: there may well be a natural law but it is q.ifficul t to see

in what sense it is self-evident. This observation, it seems to me,

is an accurate one, and it will be discussed at length later. But

even when we accept the criticisms of the logicians, which in the

end help to clarify the concept of natural law, there remains a place

in ethics for that concept. I have chosen to begin with R. M. Hare's

discussion because it provides the necessary logical tools with which

to clarify the concept of 'the natural law, and also because it

'suggests; if only implicitly, something like a natural law. In this

Chapter, I propose to lay the foundations of an approach to the

natural law, taking into account the logicaJ considerations raised

by Hare, and, therefore, my chief aim will be, for the present, to

outline Hare's vie'W's on moral language, as expressed in The Language

1of Morals and Freedom aodLReason.

~
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The basic premiss of Hare I s ethical thinkin~ is clearly stat~]d

in the Preface of Freedom and Redson:

The function of moral philosophy -- or at any rate the hope
with "lhich I study it -- is that of helpin~ us to thirk better
about moral questions by eXflosi"8 the lop;ical structure of the
language in whic:h this thought is expressed. 2

Hare Dresents a systematic treatJTIent of the logical prorerties of rr'oral

lanr"'1age, for it is, he thir-:ks, due to confusion of the logical

characteristics of moral language "lith those of descriptive lan rmage

that manJr of the errors in ethics have cropr-ed up. !~oral lanr;uap,e is

essentially prescriptive, i. e. it is mea.nt to guide our conduct, and

thus it is properly expressed in imperative sentences) Noru.l 1,mgllage

is also partially descrirtive, and it is because it has this dual

chara,::ter that its logic is more con~plex than that of purely descrir-

tive lanr:;uage which is expressed, in English, in the indicative mo::>d.

Prescriptive language is properly expressed in the imperative rrood, but

this does not prevent there being certain logical similarities between

imperative and indicative sentences. To show these similarities, Hare

analyzes indicative and imperative sentences, utilizing two categories

which he names the .'phrastic I and the 'neustic ". To use his examples,

we may rephrase the sentences, 'You are going to 3;1Ut the door.', arid

'Shut the door!', into phrastics and neustics, and they then become,

respectively, 'Your shutting the door in the immediate future, please'

and 'Your shuttine the door in the immediate future, yes.' The part of

the two sentences which is common, Le. 'Your shutting the door in

the immediate future', is the phrastic, and the word 'please' or 'yes'

the neustic. The difference between indicative and imperative sentences

is found in the neustic:
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Thus I.'IC may Chilr.'lc:I~r~ri7,e prov.i :3.iJlTiidl.y Lhe di fC(lT'CnCC; heLIr/con
stat.ements anel cOlTiJnands by sayine; that, whereas siilcorely
assent.ing t.o the former involves believing sOT1et.hing, sincerely
assent.ine; to t.he latter involves(on the d·Pr.'f'uIJriate o~casion
and if it is within our power), doine somethine.4

By analyzing imperative and indicative sentences in this way, two

facts become clear: (1) both kinds of sentences refer to possible states

of affairs and thus, to use Hare's exa.mples again, the two sentences,

'The AbsoJute is green l and 'Let the Absol11te be made Green' are

meaninf,less for the same reason, i. e. we do not kIC01"! to what possibJ e

states of affairs Lhe;T refer, and (2) the ordinary logical connect:ives,

e.g. lif l, 'andi, 'or ' etc., and the logical quantifiers, are operative

in imperative sentences as well as indicative sentences. Commands,

then, are soverned by certain logical requirements, and stUdy of the

logic of commands or imperative sentences can provide us with certain

rules governing the use of moral language.

A crucial problem connected with the logic of conrr:Jands is that

of how grammatical moods affect mIr inferences, and the chief finding of

modern ethics, viE. one cannot derive Ival ues I from I facts', has its

roots in the logical point voiced by Burne in this celebrated passage:

I cannot forbear adding to these reasonings an observation,
which may, perhaps, be found of some importance. In every
system of morality, which I have hitherto met with, I have
always remarkld, that the author proceeds for some time in
the ordinary way of reasoning, and establishes the being of
a God, or makes observations concerning human affairs; when
of a sudden I am surpriz 'd to find, that instead of the usual
copllations of propositions, is and is not, I meet with no
proposition that is not connected with an our;ht, or an oua:ht
not. This change is imperceptible; but is, however, of the
last consequence. For as this ouC(ht, or oUf;ht not, expresses
some ne1v relation, or affirmation, 't is necessary that it
shou'd be observ'd and explainfd; and at the same time that
a reason should be given, for what seems altogether inconceiv
able, how this new relation can be a deduction from others,
which are entirely different from it.5
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Hare does not challenge Hwne's observation:

(1) No indicative conclusion CCLn be validly drawn from a
set of premisses which cannot be validly drcl'..rn from the
indicatives among them alone.
(2) No imperative conclusion can be validly dra~m from a set

6of pre~isses which does not contain at least one irrperative.

Hwne's comment is an instance of the more general logic.:,l principle

that any inference is invalid if there appea.rs in the conclusion

something ,..,hich is not found in the premis:.;es. As we will see, if

the natural law is an attempt to derive certain moral imperatives from

facts abollt human nature, then it commits the "Naturalistic Fallacy"

and the inference from facts to values is an invalid one. It may be,

however, that the doctrine of natural law does not represent an attempt

to deduce, in the strict logical sense, moral imperatives from facts,

and it remains to be Seen what sense can be given to the relationship

between facts and values.

The other logical problem connected with moral prir.ciples which

I have mentioned is, 'What sense can we give to the concept of self-

evidence when applied to moral principles?' Aquinas speaks of the

first principles of the natural law as self-evident:

I answer that, As was stated above, the precepts of the
natural law are to the practical reason what the first principles
of demonstration are to the sueculative reason, because
both are self-evident principles.?

And he distin~~ishes two senses of 'self-evident': (1) 'self-evident

to me' (intuitive) and (2) 'self-evident in itself' (analytic):

Any proposition is called self-evident in itself when its
predicate belongs to the intelligible meaning of its subject.
However, it is possible for such a proposition not to be evident
to a person ignorant of the definition of the subject. Thus,
this proposition, man is ratiol1al, is sel f-evident in its own
nature, since to sa:)' man is to say rational; yet.. for a person
WC10 is ignorant of what man is, this proposition is not
self-evident. ConseC'uently, as Boethius says (De Hebdor.ladibu~J,
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. there are some axioms or propositions that are in general
self-evident to alL Of this tyre are those pro)lositicJl1s
,,,hose terms are knovm to all; for exam,!"le, every who]/":, is
greater than its ~, and th:5.nr;s equal to one and the~
thi.ng are equal to each other. But there are some propositions
that are self-evident only to the wise, those who understand
the meaning of the terms of these rropositions. 7

'Self-evident', in the sense of 'intuitive' i. e. 'self-evirl.ent to me',

in conjunction with morality, suggest s that man has a special faculty

ivhereby he intuits the truth of the first rrincipJ es. This precludes

meaningful moral discussion; all argwnents in morals would be reduced

to accusations of blindness: either you see the truth of the first

principles or you don't. I Self-evident , in the second sense, i.e.

'self-evident in itself', ca.nnot be usefuHy attributed to first prin-

\

ciples, for an analytic princi;ole (a principle 'self-evident in it:3elf)

cannot be of any assistance in determininp; hOH we ought to act. Defini-

tion does not impose obli~ation. An analytic principle states a formal

requirement governing the use of a word, Le. it is a statel~.unt about

the meaning of words8 , and, therefore, it has no 'content I. For example,

the principle, 'V.lurder is wrong, lis 'self-evident' in virtue of the

meaning of the word, 'murder I viz. an act of killinr; which is wrong,

and, therefore, the principle 'Murder is wrong' is equivalent to, 'An

act of killing which is wrone is wrong'. lile are often in doubt about

our particular moral obligations (if we were not, there would be no

need for the science of ethics), and this could only indicate that we

are in doubt concerning the first principles from which we have inferred

our particular moral obligations:

Since I am in doubi, ~ hYfothesi, whether or not to make this
false statement, I must be in doubt ab)ut assenting to the com
mand I Do not make this statement. I But if I am in doubt a.bout
this conTIand, I must ~ ipso be in doubt, either about the factual

~
I



"premiss 'This statement is false' (and this altern::L~ive is
ruled out ex hypothesi), or else, as must be the case, about
the imperative premiss 'Never say what is false I. It follows
that no r.;eneral principle can be self-evident which is to be of
assistance in deciding particular questions abolJt which we are
in doubt.9

The point is clear. There may be certain very general moral principles

acting as premisses in arguments designed to show us how we our~ht to

act but we cann9t say that they are self-evident in any meaningful sense

of that word. Using an example of Hare, we can see that if someone

tells us that it is self-evident that we ought always to do what our

conscience tells us to do, then we may reply that since, in fact, we

are often connlsed as to whether or not to do something which our

conscience tells us to do, it is not self-evident.. It is clear from

these logical cO:lsiderations that any attempt to establish a system

of morals on factual premisses alone, entangles one in the II"Naturalistic

Fallacyll; any attempt to establish a moral system on self-evident

principles is doomed to failure because of the difficulties mentioned

above surrounding the concept of self-evidence.

Since moral principles are neither factual nor self-evident,

we must ask 'vfuere do moral principles come from?' and 'How do they

function in moral reasoning?' It is in the answer that Hare provides

to the first of these questions .that we feel the need for something

resembling a natural law. 'i'ihen we make a value-judgment, we are in

effect making, what Hare calls, a "decision of principlelll0i. e. we

are deciding upon a principle which we will use for making a particular

moral jUdgment. Moral principles are there to assist us in making

decisions because they tell us, when we are confronted with one or

-more alternatives, which of them is more relevant to our case. It

12



is not always the case that we first decide uj')on a certain 'general

principle, and then using this principle, form a particu1ar moral

judgment, for it is often the case that a decision to act in a certain

way is constitutive of a moral principle. Sometimes, however, we start

with certain general moral principles which we have been taught or

assimilated and modif,y them to fit our particular needs, and these

modifications constitute decisions of principle. Hare draws an

interesting analogy with the art of driving an automobile. When

we are first taught how to drive an ~ltomobile, we are taught very

general rules. If we were incapable of learning in this ....my, we would

never learn to drive, always requiring an instructor at our side to

tell us what to' do in each and every situation we found ourselves in.

Fortunately, this'is not necessary, since after we have been taught

the general rules of driving, we may modify them at any time to meet

our needs, and in modifying them we make IIdecisions of principle ll •

When we employ a general rule, we imply that if we meet another sit-

uation like this one, we would utilize the same principle, and this

is why the rule is a principle. We can do this because we are capable,

of classif,ying situations into certain kinds to which we react in

roughly the same way. If we were unable to do this, then we would

never learn to drive, and, analogously for the sphere of human conduct,

we would never know how we should act:

The point is rather this, that to learn to do anything is
never to learn to do an individual act; it is always to
learn to do acts of a certain kind in a certain kind of
situation; and this is to learn a principle. Thus, in learning
to drive, I learn, not to change gear n91!, but to change
gear when the engine makes a certain kind of noise.ll

13



Hare mentions that the controversy between 'objectivis~s' or 'intuitio-

nists I and the 'subjectivists' hovers about this t'oint, for while the

'subjectivist' holds that we must constantly make decisions of principle,

the 'objectivist' holds that we must merely learn principles which are

fixed and unchangeable. We Mlst, according to Hare, avoin both these

extremes ,. while maintaining that to become ~'lnoraJ.ly adul til we must

learn to make decisions of princi:rle. And whenever we use an 'ought',

we must realize that we are referring to a set of princirles which we

have already decided to ac cept by us ing 'ought'. The question which

I think must be raised here is, 'Granted we do make decisions of prin-

ciple, and granted that we do often modify more general principles to

suit our particular situations, is there any set of moral principles

which I ought to adoyt or which are, in other words, better than any

other set of moral principles?; This itself is a vaJue-question and

part of Hare's answer, as we will see, is provided by the principle

of universalizabilit~2,but the other part of the answer, viz. why

should we universalize ffilr moral principles, is not answered direct~y.

Hare does, however, suggest that there may be certain very general

moral principles which are acceptable to most men, and in this, he

seems to suggest the need for something resembling the traditional

theory of natural law:

No doubt there are among these old princirles certain very
general ones, which will remain acceptable unless human nature
and the state of the world undergo a most fundamental change. l 3

The logic of value-words is complex and this follrnvs from the

fact that they are ·'Janus-faced'. having both prescriptive and descrip-

tive meaning. This can be seen from an analysis of the logical be-

haviour of the word 'good'. When we use the word 'good', we are not

14



onl~r des'~ribin~ something; We are also corrunending: we are telling our

hearers to choose, ceteri~ ~0~, that to which we apply the word 'good',

The difference between a value-term arld a descriptive term can be isolated

by devising an artificial word .• 'doog', e~uivalent to the descriptive

meaning of our English word 'good' but without its prescriptive meaning.

'Doog', when attributed to an object of whatever class, would be'

eouivalent to saying that that object possesses certain characteristics.

For example, a 'doog' man w01l1d be a man exemplifyine; certain characteris

tics (which we will have specified), and because 'doog' is not prescrip

tive, we couJd no J onger use it to commend, whereas 'good' is used to

commend, i.e. a 'good' man is not only one possessing certain characteris

tics, but also one "lhom we should imitate.1L" 'fo clarify the descriptive

facet of 'good', Hare discusses what he calls the 'supervenient I or 'conse

quentialt character of that word. If, for example, we are looking at two

pictures which are, for our purposes, identical, i.e. painted by the

same artist, of the same subject, having the same colour scheme etc.,

we could not saJ' of the one 'A is a good rainting' and then refuse

to say 'B is a good painting'. Goodness is not something over and

above the good-making characteristics. This is not to say, however,

that a particular set of characteristics entail, in the strict logical

sense, a thing being good, but only that once we have established a

certain standard, then we are not entitled to call one object which

meets with that standard 'good', and refuse to apply it to a second



object meetin,~ the same st'"ndard. Naturalistic theories in ethics fail

because they maintain that a certain set of characteristics entaiJ a

thing being good:

And so a natural response to the discovery that 'good'
behaves as it does, is to suspect that there is a set of
characteristics which together entail a thing being good, and
to set out to discover what these characteristics are. This
is the genesis of ethical theories which Professor Moore
called 'naturalist' -- an unfortunate term, for as Hoore
says himself, substantially the same fallacy may be committed
by choosing metarhysical or suprasensible characteristics for
this purpose. Talking about the supernatural is no prophylactic
against 'naturalism' .J:5

Not only does a naturalist ethical system logically bind the appli-

cation of 'good' to a particular-set of characteristics, but)by doing

so, it also eliminates the prescriptive meaning of 'good', and this

presents a more serious difficulty as we have mentioned. If we mean

by 'A is a. good painting,' 'A possesses the good-making characteristics,

~', then we cmlld never use the sentence 'A is a good painting' to

commend good pa.intings, for';/'e have made it an analytic sentence. 'A

is a good painting I means only 'A is G<,i. e" possesses certain good-

making characteristics,' amd therefore, to say 'Any A which is G is

good' means only 'Any A which is G is G'. This wou] d greatly impoverish

our language for it would eliminate the commendatory function of

value-words which is their distinguishing characteristic, and it is

not satisfactory because we do need tools for cornnlending.

Because 'good' is a prescriptive term, we cam-'ot define it solely

in terms of a set of descriptive characteristics and thus the

relationship between 'good' and the 'good-making characteristics' is

not the strict logical one of entailment. But since we cannot have

values without facts, there is some sort of relationshir between facts

16
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and values. That there is some such relationship can be shown from

the fact that we can learn the meaning of 'good' without knowing

the criteria for its application, i.e. the standards upon which its

use is based for any given class of objects. That is to say, we can

learn what the 'good-making chara.cteristics' for any given class of

objects are from the prescriptive ~eaning of 'good', and this would

not be the case if there were no relationship between facts and

values~6 To illustrate this point, Hare describes a fictional game,

smashmak, played with a thing called a_shmakum. If the person describ-

ing the game to me knows the meaning of the vlOrd 'choose', and I can

get him to say what kind of shmakum he would choose, I could apply

the adjective 'good' to a shmakuJn before he has described one to me.

If he were to say that he would choose a sj1J[lakum with whieh he could

make the most smashes, I would infer, that a good shmakum is one with

which one can make the most smashes, and my inference 'would be solelY'

on the fact that that is the shmakum that he wOllJd choose:

The paradoxical feature of this eJr;Jlanation is, that it
is conducted ~~th reference to a class of objects (shm_akums)
the criteria for the goodness of which I do not know. This
shows that to exrlain the meaning of 'good' is quite different
from explaining any of the various criteria for its aprlication.17

For any given class of objects, to apply the adjective 'good' to any

member of that class, is to commend that member, and that is to say

in effect that that is the one that we would choose or use (Utilit-

arianism). The reason why the evaluative meaning of 'good', and

of most value-words, is primary, and the descriptive meaning is

secondary is, as Hare points out, ,twofold. First, the commendatory

function of 'good' is the same for all classes of objects, meaning,



as '......e have seGn, that, ceteris raribl.ls, that object is the one that

we would choose. SeconrJly, the evalllative r.1e<'tnirg of 'good' can

be used to alter its clr:scrirtive meaning. For exaplple, if .,(;

consistently chose strawberries If/hich \tmre partially decayed, even

though firm strawberries were available, then part of what Vie would

mean by a 'good strawberry' is that it be partially decayed.

A value-judgment, i.e. a jUdgment using value-words, may

stand in different rela.tions to the standards to which it refers.

It is in virtue of their descriptive force that value-judgments refer

to standards, and these are standards which we ourselv.es have establish

ed, and the value-judgment in':1icates that an object meeting these

standards is the one that we would choose.18 If the standard is

generally accepted, e. g., if lTcOSt people prefer. . firm strawberries

to partially decayed strawberries, the value-jUdgment expresses the

speaker's adherence to it. If the heCi.rer is not aware of the standard,

then the value-judgment can be used to teach it to him. Or it p.lay

be the case that we are using a valne-jn-lgment. to set up an entirely

new standard. Because value-words have descriptive force tnoy always

refer to some standard, and if we accept the standard being referred

to, we are indicating that we will use this standard to SUide our

choices.

Moral principles as opposed to principles used for choosing

strc.wberries or shrr.akums are principles purporting to tell us how

we ought to act, and they are princh-les IIfor the conduct of men as

men ll19 , and it is this notion of men qua men that brings Hare close

to the position of Aquinas. This is brought out when he analyzes
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the descriptive forr.e of 'oueht' in IJWO sentenGes, 'You OU8ht to

.t;ive a second dose' (said to a would-be poisoner) and 'You ought

to tell the truth I:

As we have seen (9.2) we cannot get out of being men;
and therefore moral principles, which are princi'les for
the conduct of men as men -- and not as poisoners or archi
tects or batsmen -- cannot be accepted without having a
potential bearing upon the vJay that we conduct ourse::ives.19

This is similar to the position of Aquinas who holds that in order to

establish the princi r 1es governing the conduct of men as men, we

mllst examine the 'ontological propensities' of human nature, and perhaps

one of the ways of doing this is to eXillrrine the moral standards that

men do, in fact, hold. Thus, value-words have prescriptive as well as

descriptive meaning, and it is in virtue of their descriptive meaning

that they refer to' certain standards. Moral jUdgments, since they

typically, but not always, use value-words such as 'good' and 'ought'

are va1ue-judgment3 and they therefo:::'e, presuppose certai~ standarcls.

The standar(~s themselves are set forth as general moral princir-les,

and this brings us to the central question, 'tJhere do these standards

or ge:1eral moral princi~les come from?' ~'le have seen how Hare hed~es

on the point that general moral principles are derived from a consid-

eration of human nature, and for a good reason. If we say that

general moral principles are deduced from certain observations about

human nature, then we have made the almost imperceptible tra.nsition

from is to ought. The main task of Freedom and Reason is to answer the

question, 'tJhere do general moral princir1es come from?' without

committing the logical fallacy of inferring an ought from an is.

Although, on the one hand, we cannot deduce moral judgments
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from statements of fact as a naturalist ethics supposes, .on the other

hanci,,, the making of moral judgments is a rational activity, and, there
"

fore, moral jUdgments need not be arbitrary. On the one hand, the

I suh,jectivist' or 'emotivist I emphasizes man's freedom at the exnense

of his rationality and, on the other hand, the 'objectivist' or

'natqralist' emphasizes the rationality of morals at the expense of

man's freedom. This antinomy "is the source of nearly all the central

controversies of moral phi.losophy,,20and· it is the task of moral

philosophy to resolve it. Three premisses must be kept in mind:

(1) moral judgments are prescriptive, (2) moral judgments are dis-

tin~7ishable from other prescriptive jUdgments, e.g., sinVllar imrera-

tives, in virtue of their universalizability, and (3) there can be logi

cal relations between prescriptive jurlgments.21Moral judgments also

have descriptive meaning, and in The LanguaR;8 of Morals this was taken

to mean that certain standards ., are presupposed when we make a moral

judement. Thus, if one says 'X is good', this means, among other things,

that X possesses certain 'good-making characteristics i, or if one says,

'I ought to do X', this rresunnoses a princiDle such a63, '.Anyone,firid-

iJ'1g themsel:ves in similar" ciryurristances, ought. to do X. ' In Freedom and

Reason, Hare discusses the descriptivity of moral jUdgments from another

viewpoint.

He begins by asking what it is for a term to have descriptive

meaning. One of the elements of descriptive meaning is the use of a

term in accordance with some rUle(s).22 For example, the meaning-rule

governing the use of the descriptive term, 'red', is roughly, that

'red' is applied to any object possessing the 'pertinent characteristic',

and it cannot, therefore, be applied correctly to any object whatsoever.
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What the 'pertinent characteristic' is can be learned in the end, if we

wish to "exit from the maze of words ll23, b;r means of an ostensive

definition. A person would misuse the term 'red' if he applied it to

an object which is black, meaning to convey that it is red. A descrip

tive judgment is one in which the predicate(s) is(are) a descriptive

term(s )tJ and which is in the indicative mood. Because there are rules.

governing the use of descriptive termsi,descriptive judgments are

universalizabl e. If I say, 'This is red', then imclicit in this

particular jUdgment is the universal jUdgment, 'Anything, like this240ne

in the relevant aspect, is also red'. If I were confronted with two

objects alike in the relevant aspect, and I were to say of the or.e,

'A is red I and of the other, 'B is not red', then I "Tould be guilty

of misusing the term 'red':

For the moment, however, let us merely observe that in an
apparently trivial, but at any rate unobjectionable, sense,
any singular descrintive judgement is universa1izable: viz.
in the sense that it comndts the speaker to the further prop
osition that anything exactly like the subject of the first
jUdgement, or like it in the relevant respects, possesses
the property attributed to it in the first judgement. 25

The universalizability of singular descriptive judgments follows from

the fact that the meaning-rules governing the application of descrip-

tive terms are general.- Because value-terms are partially descrintive,

m')ral jUdgments are also universalizable, and the difficulty we find

in formulating the general rule governing a value-term is the same

difficulty we experience when we try to formulate the general rule

governing the use of a descriptive term. 26 In an evaluative judgment,27

the meaning-rules governing the use of the evaluative terms are different,

in some sense, from the meaning-rules governirg the use of purely

l
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descriptive terms. This is so because value-terms are "'Janus-faced",

as we have seen, unless we hold vath the naturalist-descrmpt.ivist that

they are only a kind of descriptive term, or with the non-naturalist that

they are descriptive terms, but unique in that one cannot substitute

other descriptive terms for them(they are sui seneris). Because there

are meaning-rules governing the use of value-terms:i moral jUdgments

are universalizable. If I say 'I ought to do X', then I am imrly-

ing that anyone in like circumstances also 'ought' to do X. The uni-

versal rules governing the use of moral terms are "!noral principles of'

substance"28but the thesis that moral judgments are universal1.zable is

not, as Hare indicates, itself a moral principle but rather a logical

principle, i.e. about the nature of general terms. Since this is the

case,the princirle of universalizability cannot assist us in determin-

ing \"lhic}l moral princir1es l"le ShOllld adopt:

Offences against the thesis of universalizability are logical,
not moral. If a person says 'I ought to act in a certain way,
but nobody else ou~ht to act in that way in relevantly similar
circumstances', then on my thesis, he is abusing the word
'ought'; he is implicitly contradicting himself. But the log
ical offence here lies in the conjunction of two moral judge
ments, not in eit~er one of them by itself. 29

,The thesis of universalizability only forbids a man to make different

moral jUdgments about actions which he considers similar. The principles

that one ought always to act according to some universal rule or that

one ought not to make exceptions in one's ovm case, if they are analytic,

are other ways of stating the princiDle that moral jUdgnlents are

universalizable. If they are synthetic, i.e. moral nrincinles meant

to guide our conduct, they are not the same as the logical doctrine

of universalizability. Hare remarks that the principle of universal-
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izability is the same as Kant's categorical imperativeJO,. if Kant's

thesis is interpreted as a logical one:

If Kant is interpreted as meaning that a man who says that he
ought to act in a certain way, but says 'Let others tiot act
in this same way', is guilty of an imrlicit contradiction,
then the Kantian princirle is a way of statin~ a consecuence
of the logical thesis of universalizability.3I

The princirle of universalizability is not, therefore, a sufficient

criterion for verifying moral principles. That this is the case can

be seen from a consideration of fanaticism, eog. racial prejudice.

A fanatic, for example, a Nazi, may hold that <ill Jews should be

killed, and if he is consistent, he will allow this principle to be

universalized so that, even if the roles were reversed, and he himself

were a Jew.• that he ought to be kiJ.led. His principle, !All Jews

ought to be killed', has been universalized, and so it meets the log-

ieal criterion of. universalizability, and yet this is a princirle that

we might want to consider as one we should not adopt. It is in dealing

with cases such as the Nazi that the need for somet:-,ing more than

'universal prescriptivism i is felt, and as I have mentioned, this

. i something more' might be supplied by a natural law theory. Hare

recognizes this himself:

Later, I shall try to show that, though the thesis is not a
substantial moral principle but a logical one, and though,
therefere, nothing moral fo110ws from it by itself, it is
capable of very powerful emplo;yJ!lent in J110ral argument when
combined with other premisses. j2

Later, we will have to see what these "other premisses II' might be.

The thesis of universalizability does not mean that there

must be certain very general moral princirles, although there could be,

which we can use to infer a particular moral jUdgment. If we analyze
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any particular moral difficulty, we find that the soJution is not

always, indeed only rarely, obvious. Moral principles, of the very

general sort we are talking about, do nnt always exist prior to a

particular moral difficulty whose solution they are meant to provide.

Hare uses Sartre's example of the young Frenchman torn between .join-

i ng the Free French Forces or remaining at home to care for his

widowed mother. The solution is not clear, but once we have decided

·what we ought to do, then we are making a decision of principle, and

this implies that the principle we have decided upon has a bearing

on cases outside the particular one we are trying to solve. 33Secondly,

the thesis of universalizability does not mean that the moral principle

in question is accepted by all men in virtue of its universality, e.g.

we do not all accept the principle, 'All Jews ought to be killed':

If he is the sort of universalist that I am, he will realize
that our moral opinions are liable to change in the li~ht of
our experience and our discussion of moral questions with other
people; therefore, if another person disagrees with us, what
is called for is not the suppression of his opinions but the
discussion of them, in the hope that, when he has told us the
reasons for his, and we for ours, we may reach agreement. 34

Universalizability, then, is a logical doctrine providing us with one

sort of criterion for verifying moral judgments.

The principles of universalizability and prescriptivity are

derived from an analysis of the logical properties of yalue-terms, and

they are useful for settling moral disputes of a certain kind:

Thus ethics, the study of the logical properties of the
moral words, remains morally neutral (its conclusions neither
are substantial moral jUdgements, nor entail them, even in
conjunction with factual premisses); its bearing upon moral
r;uestions lies in this, that it makes logically impossible
certain combinations of moral and other prescriptions. Two
people who are using the word 'ought' in the same way may
yet disagree about what ought to be done in a certain sit-
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uation, either becffilse they differ about the facts, or
because one or other of them la~ks imagination, or because
their different inclinations make one reject some sin~11ar

prescription which the other can accept. For all that, ethics
(i.e. the study of the logic of moral language) is an
inmlensely powerful engine for producing mora.l agreement; for
if two people are willing to use the moral word 'ought' and
to use it in the same way (viz. the way that I have been
describing), the other possible sources of moral disagree
ment are eliminable.35

The following cases illustrate the way in which the princirles of

universalizability and prescriptivity can be used effectively in moral

disputes3? If a man refrains alto~ether from making moral jUdgw.ents,

or if he makes none but judgments of indifference, there is no argu-

ment we can use, based on the two logical theses, that could alter

such a man's views, for, as Hare puts it, if a man will not make a

move in a game of chess, we cannot play the game with him:

Such a person is not entering the arena of moral dispute,
and therefore it is impossible to contest with him.3?

If a man differentiates between his own case and others, or if

he makes no moral jUdgments at all with regard to some of his own

actions and those of other people, but makes moral judgments in the

normal way about eithers, we are entitled to ask on what princi"le he

differentiates between his own case and others, or between some of

25

his actions and others, and this "is a particular application of

the demand for universalizability":

He must either produce (or at least admit the existence of)
some principle which makes him hold different moral opinions
about apparently similar cases, or else admit that the judge
ments he is making are not moral ones. But in the latter
case, he is in the same position, in the present dispute,
as the man who will not make any moral jUdgements at all; he
has resigned from the contest o38

Another way of utilizing the principle of universalizability in moral



disputes is by means of the hypothetical case. If a certain person

is about to act on a particular moral princi;ile, then we can ask

whether or not he would be willing to have someone act towards him,

if the roles were reversed, according to the same princirle. The point

is not that we are deducing a particular mora.l principle from a

person I S inclinations to act in a certain way, but rather, that if he

is unwilling to universalize his practical maxim, then he is misusing

the word 'ought':

It is not a question of a factual statement about a person's
inclinations being inconsistent with a moral judgement; rather,
his inclinatLms being v{hat they are, he cannot assent sincerely
to a certain singular prescription, and if he cannot do this,
he cannot assent to a certain universal prescription vihich en
tails it, when conjoined with factual statffiuents about the
circumstances whose truth he admits. Because of this entail
ment. if he assented to the factual statement and to the univer
sal prescription, but refused (as he must, his inclinations
being what they are) to assent to the singular prescription,
he would be ~lilty of a logical inconsistency.3~

So far Hare has suceeeded in s.howing us how to win moral areuments

on logical grounds alone, but the difficult cases of moral dispute

in which our opDonent is acting upon a moral principle which we cannot

accept, e.g., 'All Jews ought to be killed', cannot be settled on

logical grounds alone.

We are still left with the problem of verifying the 'content I

of a moral principle, i.e. a way of determining whether or not any

specific moral principle ought to be adopted or rejectedo As we

have seen, Hare, in attempting to resolve this problem, comes close

to the natural law, i.e. certain moral nrinciples are incompatible

with human nature. We can, states Aquinas, derive certain general moral
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principles from a consideration of certain facts. He does not see

an impassable 8ulf bet\veen fact and value:

NOlv a certain order is to be found in those thin,":s that are
apprehended by men. For that which first faDs under
aprrehension is b~M, the understanding of wnich is included
in all thil18S •.,,-hatsoever a m.an arprehends. Therefore the first

. indemonstrabl e princirle is that the sarr.e thing_c;mnot be
affirmed and denie<1 at the san'.e time, which is based on the
notion of beine; and not-being: and on t!l-is princirle aD others
are based, as is stated in Metaphysics IV. Now as being is
the first thin8 that falls under the apprehensie'l absolutely,
so good is the first thing that falls under the apprehension
of the practicsl reason, which is directed to action (since
every agent acts for an end. which has the nature of ~ood.).

Consec:uently, the first princirle in the practical reason is
one founded on the nature of good., viz., that good is that
which all things seek after. Hence this is the fir~t precept
of law, that good is to be done and promoted , and evil is
to be avoided. All other precepts of the natural Im.,,- are
based uron this; so that all the things 'which the practical
reason naturally apprehends as man's good belong to the precepts
of the natural law under the form of thin~s to be done or
avoided. 40

Although the direction of Hare I S thought is towards a natural law, he

is unable to state explicitly that he holds such a view because he has

accepted the criticisr1 a{3;ainst the "Naturalistic Fallacy". But he does

come close to it on occasion:

People I S inclinations about most of the imf'ortant r'1atters
in life tend to be the same (very few people for examplejl
like being starved or run over by motor-cars); and, even,
when they are not, there is a way of generalizing the
argument ••• which enableCIus to make allowance for dif
fereEces in inclinations.

The Pla,jor diffic1lltJr with a natural law theory is that it seems to

fall within that class of ethical theories described as 'naturalism':

The method of l-:aturalism is to characterize the mear.i"gs
of the moral terms that, given certain factual premisses,
not themselves moral jUdgments, moral conclusions can be
deduced from them.42
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this logical fal] acy is another question (it 111ay be the case that

fact and value coincide). Hare, however, does look uron the naturr1.1

law as a type of naturalisrrl:~3, and he suggests a way out of the

Hwnean cul-de-~. His suggestiorl is that we describe the logical

r01ationshLr bet1tleen facts and values in some other, less ria:orous,

way:

It may be that moral reasoning is not, typically, any kind
of 'strai,crht-line' or 'linear' reasonir:g from premisses
to conclu~ion.L~4 .

horal reasoning is analogous to the sort of reasoning a scientist

does \vhen he sugf,;ests an hypothesis. Althou~h we cannot deduce

(and this 'cannot' is a logical one) moral principles in the waJT that

natllralism il}dicates, perha)'s a consideration of man's "hatLtre 1t or

"inclinations" can] ead us to formulate certain moral princicles as

hypotheses in much the same way, as Popper remarks, scienti~ts formu-

lat e scientific hypotheses. We would then see whether or not J using

the criteria of universa]izability and prescriptivit;y, we can accert

the conclusions entailed by the moral princiT~le in ouestion:

I want to suggest thaL it (ioeo moral reasoning) too is
a kind of exploration, and not a kind of linear inference,
and that the only inferences which take place in it are
deductive. What we are doine; in moral reasoning is to look
for moral judgments and moral principles which, when we
have considered their 10gici1-1 cC''1se(',uences and the facts of
the case,.\ve can still accept.45

Hare wishes to ground moral principles on sometlQng more than the

"logical framework provided by the meaning of the word 'ought' (Leo

prescrirtivity and universalizability,,46while at the same time, he

wishes to circumvent the "Naturalistic Fallacy". He has suggested

one way of avoiding the logical error of inferring values from facts
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with his discussion of moral reasoning as a type of 'non-linear'

reasoning, and this is a suggestion which will have to be considered

more carefully later.

It is difficu1t to see on what grounds one can distinguish

Hare's ethics from a IIsituation ethics II':

Situation ethics goes part of the way with natural law,
by accepting reason as the instrument of moral judgment,
while rejecting the notion that good is "given" in the
nature of things objectively.47

It is necessary to insist that situation ethics is willing
to make full and res~)ectful use of principles, to be treated
as maxims but not as laws or precepts. We might call it
"principled relativism". To repeat the term used above,
principles or maxims or general rules are illuminators.
But they are not directors. 48

There are usually two rules of reason used in moral inquiry.
One is "internal consistency", and nobody has any cuarrel with
it -- a proposition ought not to contradict itself. The other
is "'external consistency" (analogy), the principle that what
applies in one case should apply in all similar caSt;S. It
is around this second canon that the differences arise.
Antinomians reject analogy altogether, with their doctrine
of radical particularity. Situationists ask, very seriously,
if there are ever enough cases enough alike to validate a
law or to support anything more than a cautiolls generaliza
tion. 49

Yet, Hare does not wish to accept a "situation ethics"':

Another, and less laudable, way of achieving generality in
our moral principles is to treat them as a set of general
maxims to which, in some sense (perhaps only verbally) we
subscribe; we may as often as not, in our particular moral
jUdgements, depart from them, but they form the background
of our moral thinking (its mythology, we might almost say).
Perhaps, though, a man whose moral 'principles' are like
this is freed from the charge of hypocrisy (at the cost of
incurring another charge of wooly thinking) by the fact that
his principles are expressed in very vague terms, so that
by judicious interpretation of them he can square his set
of moral principles as a whole with an;)r moral jUdgement that
he finds himself making. As a practical guide to action such
a set ,of principles has small value, becffilse, at any rate in
difficult cases, a wide variety of actions can be called
conformable to them. 50
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The imrortar:t questions, such as, 'Where do we derive moral principles

from ultimately?' and 'Is anyone set of moral principles which I

choose to adopt better than any other set? I', must be answered if we

wish to he able to ar~le against someone who has adonted a moral

principle which we consider ought not to be adopted, and these are

questior,s which cannot be tackled merely by stating the logica.l

requirements of moral language. Surely it would seem that the principle

'All Jews ought to he killed', even if the person who utters it is

willing taat it be universalized, ought not to be adoptedo It is

here that Hare runs into difficulties, and it is here that he differs

from Aquinas:

Where Aquinas and Hare differ, of course, is in the account
of that major. For both of them, It.stealing is wrong" will
not serve as a iigiven li ' initial premiss; some further argument
is needed to establish that, and this will require a new
major. For st. Thomas, there are a rounber of general moral
principles vlhich, as we shall soon see :-;,im hold, are readily
grasped by all adults, so that all men begin moral arguments
from common rremisses o But for Hare, each man is forced back
to a number of principles which he simrly chooses for himself.
Though Hare will maintain, quite consistently, that it is a
function of value-judgements to ,'Suide choices, none the less
one's first value-judgements are a matter of choice. This
choice is not the recognition of several principles which are
in some way self-evident; it is an individual decision to
base one's conduct on these values rather than those, not
capriciously made, but in the context of "B. complete specifi
cation of the 1'fay af life of which it is a Dart". In practice j

Hare thinks, such a complete specifica.tion cannot be r:;iven,
the best attempts to do so having heen made by the ~r0at

religions. Still, if one imagines it to have been given, and
an inquirer persists in asking "But why should I live like that?":
"We can only ask him to rr.ake up his own mind which way he ought
to live; for in the end ever;ything rests upon such a decision
of principle. 51

Hare has been led to this position by allowing himself to become

overwhelmed by the logical point first rrade by H~~eo For Thomas
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Aquinas, the first rrinci:nles of morals are not a matter of choice,

but are hased on a consideration of the natural inclinations of man,

and in places, as we have seen, Hare tends to agree with hlifi:

The princir'les given by synderesis are rather like arion,s
from which, theorem-like, JTDral precepts are deduced with
greater or less facilit;y. But here 'tIe must be carefnl. For
Aquinas at least, the first moral princir1es are like the axioms
onlJr in t,heir logical primacy -- not in the way that they are
self-evident. They are not analytic propositions seen to be
true simply hy stndying the I'leaning of their subject and
predicate. In st. Thomas' theory, the clne to the evidence
of the ethical laxioJ11s" lies in !laturat_i.ncli~1Jon.

A full-scale St11dy of his theory would have to work this out
thoroughly, showing just what it is that st. Thomas me:.,ns
b;y "natural inclination": not the psychological im;m:i38s of
this or that individual, but the ontologie;:J.1 propell~;ities

or tendencies of hwuan nature in general •••• Here it is
enough Lo distin,r}J.ish st. Thomas' view from those ethical
theories which Hare calls "Cartesian", which try to deduce
particular duties froN some self-evident first rrinci~'le;

a procedure vlhich he thinks (as would st. Thomas) as illusory
in morals as it is in science. The Thomist first princiT'l es
are iJnmediately evident in some sense, since they are to be
the premisses from which moral syl10r-:;isms begin; but not in
the sense that they are analytic. They are evident only in
the sense that a_person who reflects upon his nature will soon
see that certain things are e;ood for him and certain things
are bad • •••• all those things towards which human nature has
a natural inclination are recognized by the rractical reason
as good. The propositions that express these are not immediate,
therefore, in the sense that the subject is a portmtlnteau terll1

in the course of wh~)se unpac1d.ng the predicate wiD emerge.
The;;r are irrmediate in the sense that the;y have no 10gical
intermediary, no m~dd1e term by means of which the"'predicate
is inferred to belong to the subject; this is seen by means
of reflecting on one's natural inclinations. 52

The view that moral principles can be .",iven content by a consicerat:'on

of the inclinations of the majority of men (not the Thomistic position)

is Utilitarianism:

The substance of the moral judgements of a utilitarian comes
from a consideration of the substantial inclinations and int
erests that people actually have J together with the formal
requirement that the prescriptions which they prompt have
to be universa1izab1e before moral judgements can be made out
of them. 53
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And, althoUf~h Hare recognizes the diffiC',lJties inherent in Utili-

tarianism, he allies himself with that particular ethical system

because he feels the need for some way of erounding moral principles:

The kind of are;ument \\'hich I have been recommending is
rather a kind of exploration. 've are to go about looking
for moral judeements which we ca.n both accept for onr O'fln

conduct and universalize to cover the conduct of other act1lal
or hypothetical people. ~vJ1at prevents us fror:l acr:epting
certain moral judgements which are perfectlJr forrnulabJ e in
the lan;~ua~e is not loeic alone, but the fact that they have
certain logici:!l consequences which we cannot accept -- namely
certain singular prescripti·:ms to other people in hypothetical
situations. And the 'cannot' here is not a lo~icdl 'cannot'.
It would not be self-contradictory to accept these prescrip
tions; but all the same we, cannot accept them except on one
condition which is most un) ikely to be fulfill ed -- namely
that we s hould be (~ome what I have called ' fanatic s ' • 5l~

"i'fuat circumscribes the mordl prescriptions that the
non-fanatics can accept is, on ~ theory, not (as is the case
with naturalism) a verbal restriction on-the content of moral
judgement s; it is rather the desires and inclinations of the
hwnan r~(my italics). On my view, there is absollltely no
cont ent for a moral prescription tha.t is ruled out by ) or:ic
or by the definition of terms. Another fec..ture of my position,
allied to this one, is that there is no statement of fact that
a moral prescriptiJn, taken singly, can be inconsistent with
other prescriptions, or with prescriptions of other kinds. 55

There are three aspects to moral reasoning according to Hare:

(1) moral judgments are prescriptive, i.e., they are meant to gu~de

our conmlct, (2) moral jUdgments, be~ause they are partially descrip-

tive, i.e. presuppose certain stannard(s), are universalizaoJe, and

(3) the standards we adopt are a matter of choice. The difference

between Aquinas and Hare is found in (3), and, as we have seen, Hare

himself has difficu.lty over this third point. ~f the standards we

adopt are merely a matter of choice, then we cannot deal with moral

disagreement on a rational level, and it does not help to say that

the fanatic is not entering' the arena of moral dispute, and therefore,
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we should not mind if we cannot are;ue with him. A more serious

criticism of (3) is that since our decisions, if they are to be

rational, and not arbitrary, must be made according to some principle,

then we may ask, 'What princirle(s) ~lides us when we are trying to

decide which standards we are goine to adopt?'. Hare does not answer

this question although he leans in the direction of the answer Given

by Utilitarianism. He does not whole-heartedly acceDt the rosition

of the natural law proponents, and his objection to it is based on

a logical point, viz. one cannot derive moral imperatives from state

ments of facts. On the other hand, Hare does suggest a way out of

this logical difficulty when he remarks that moral reasoning is a

kind of non-linear reasoning analogous to the kind of thinking a

scientist does when he establishes an hypothesis. The conclusion

is clear: Hare is not completely satisfied with logical crit~ria,

and yet, he is not certain as to how one can overcome the "Naturalistic

Fallacy" 0 Logical considerations by themselves are not enough, for

we must find a way of answering the question, iOn what are the first

principles of morals grounded?'. There is one avenue open to us 9 and

it has been suggested by D'Arcy. The ethical 'axioms' or first prin-

ciples of morals are derived, in some sense, from a consideration of

the inclinations of man and "hot the psychological impulses of this

or that individual, but the ontological tendencies or propensities

of human nature in general w• 56 We are, then, faced with the "'Natural

istic Fallacy" and there seem to be two alternativee here. First,

we can accept the logical point in question, and then go on to show

that moral reasoning is non-linear or we can circmnvent the logical
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criticism by saying that ,vhen ,ve derive first ,!,rinci"les from an

analysis of the "ontological tendencies or propensities of human

nature in general", we are not deducing, in the strict lOf3;ico.l sense,

irnneratives from facts, but rather recognizing that certain moral

principles are compatible with our human nature, and certain others

incompatible. In other words, by accepting the latter alternative,

we are saying that there is no rigid dichotomy between fact and

value, and this is the position of Aquinas. It remains to be seen

which of these alternatives is the more viable.
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CHAPT::<.;R II

The refusal of some modern ethical thinkers, e.g. R. M. Hare,

C. 1. Stevenson, P .H. Nowell-Smith, to account for the first principles

of morals is evident from an examination of their works. They ha.ve

been primarily concerned with the logical properties of moral language,

and the interrelatedness of moral concepts. Such work is extremely

valuable and has shed light on many ethical problems, but it does not

answer the fundamental question of ethics, 'Where do the first principles

of morals come from?'. Overwhelmed by Hl.IDle' s observati ')n that rrany

writers on the subject of morals more often than not make the transition

from statements of fact to moral imperatives without explanation, and

by G. E. Moore's utilization of this observation in his attack on

what he dub~)ed the "~aturalistic Fallacy", Hare and Nowell-Smith both

conclude that the first principles of morals are matters of choice:

If the inquirer still goes on asking IBut why should I live
like that?' then there is no further answer to eive him, because
we have alread;y, .§2S hypothesi, said everything that could be
included in this further answer. We can only ask him to make
up his own mind which way he ought to live; for in the end
everything rests upon such a decision of principle. l

Iv,:y purrose has been the less ambitious one of shovnng how
the concepts that we use in practical discourse, in deciding,
choosing, advising, appraising, praising and blamin~,. and
selecting and rejecting moral. principles are related to each
other. The question '~Vhat shall I do?' and '~fuat moral principles
should I adopt?' must be answer eEl by each man for himself; that
at least is part of the connotation of the word 'moral'.2

C'. L. stevenson's position on this matter is basically the same, as can

be seen from the following passage:

Suppose that a theorist should tabulate the "'valid"l inferences
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from R's to E's.3 It is difficult to see hmr he could be
doing an;ythi:;,g more than specify what R's he thereby resolves
to accent as supT'orting the various E' s. He would maintain,
"The inferences from these R' s to these corresnondin8 E's
are valid because if the R' s are true, the E I s wiD be true."
Now "true", as he predicates it of an,y E will only testify
(for the nonscientific sense in question) to the attitudes that
lead him to maintain E; hence his recognition of any R as "valid
ly" leading to the E \vill reflect the sort of consideration (R)
that has a potential bearing on his attitudes. Under the name
of "validity" he will be s,electing those inferences to which he
is psychologically disposed to give assent, and perhaps inducing
others to give a similar assent to them. This might be of
interest, but would seem to be different from the more imrersonal
study in which student s of validity in science and logic -- so
at least they usually insist -- are engaged.4

The conclusion that our first nmral principles are a matter of choice

in the sense of 'arbitrariness' or of 'psychological disposition', since

they cannot be derived from statements of fact according to these men, is

open to criticism. P. Foot 'does criticize5 the fact-value dichotomy

and her criticisms will be examined in greater detail later in this

Chapter. The moral cul-de-sac into which these moral linguists have

worked themselves has been well described by J. H. Jacques6 :

Their concern is with the structure and interconnection of
those jUdgements rather than with what the judgements say.
In this sense, their work in addition to being descriptive
is also formal. Like logicians they are concerned with the
form and interrelatedness of these ethical statements rather
than with their content. It is up to people to put their
own content into the forms. It is good to have had our
attention drawn to the forms of these ethical statements
in this way. But it simply will not do to stop there. How
do we give content to these statements? 111'hatrf , says the
linguistic moralist, II'is up to you. II' But this is perhaps
the most important question of all, for upon the content of
our ethical jUdgements the whole pattern of our behaviour
depends.

It is not my purpose to criticize the rigorous work which men like

Hare, Nowell-Smith, and Stevenson have put into their considerations

of the logic of moral language, but rather to point out the short-
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comings of ethics conceived as the study of the logical properties

of moral language. This work is peripheral to resolving the central

problem of ethics which I have expressed in the sentence, 'vfuere do

the first princirles of morals come from?', or, in other words, 'How

do we give content to moral princirles?'6 The theory of natural law

is an attempt to give content to moral princirles.

The elements which go to make up the theory of natural law

can be traced back to the ancient Greek and Roman philosophers7,

and its importance for jurisprudence can be seen from the fact that

it is the f01mdati,)n of Roman law; one of the world's great systems

of law. 8 Cicero presents a classic formulation of the natural law

theory:

True law is ri~ht reas'm in agreement with Nature; it is of
universal ar:rlication, unchangin{!, and everlasting; it summons
to duty by its corrunands, and averts from wron!?:-doir'g by its
prohibitions. And it does not lay its commands or rrohibi
tions uron e:ood men in vain, though neither have any effect on
the wicked. It is a sin to try to alter this law, nor is'it
allo..mble to attemrt to repeal any part of it, and it is
impossible to abolish it entirely. We cannot be freed from
its obligations by Senate or People, and we need not look
outside ourselves for an expounder or interpreter of it~ And
there will not be different laws at Rome and at Athens, or
different laws nOvi and in the future, but one eternal and
unchangeable law will be valid for all nations and for all
times : 00 .9

That this view of the natural law has not changed substantially can

be seen from this statement by a more recent writer on the s;.Abject:

Fundamentally, the idea of natural law (also traditionally
called the unwritten law) is based on a belief that there exists
a moral order which every normal person can discover by using
his reason and of which he must take account if he is to
attune himself to his necessary ends as a hurr.an being. Three
propositions, then, are included in the definition: 1) there
is a nature common to all men -- something uniCjuely human
makes all of us ~ rather than either beasts or angels; 2)
because that lI'somethin{!,1I1 is rationality, we are capable of
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learning what the general ends of human nature are; o.nd
3) by taking thought we can relate our moral choices to
these ends. 10

I will examine (1) the theory of the natural law as expressed by

ThonBs Aquinas, (2) the criticism that the natural law theory

commits the "Naturalistic Fallacy", and finally, (3) make some

criticisms of (2). Ny reason for selecting Thomas Aquinas' account

of the natural law is twofold: (1) Aqui~as gives a systematic account

of the natural law, and (2) it is far easier to concentrate on the

philosophical problems connected with the theory of natural law

by examining one welJ-formulated statement of it, rather than try-

ing to piece the theory together by historical exegesis.

A useful place to begin ~vith a description of Aquinas'

account of the natural law is with his contribution to the mediaeval

debate over ~~esis.ll This debate took place within the acr-epted

framework of mediaeval rational psychology, '~1ich was that branch

of philosophy concerned with the human soul, its division into different

faculties or powers, and the functioning of those facultieso Some

of what the mediaeval philosopher studied under the heading, 'Ra-

tional PsYchologY.~·, has passed into moder.n philosophy under the

heading, 'Philosophy of ltiind', and a large portion of it to . psychol-

,ogy. It will be help~ll, therefore, to clear up some of the dif-

ficulties involved in the use of mediaeval terms drawn from rational

psychology. The methodological canon governing the mediaeval division

of the soul into faculties and habits was the Scholastic thesis that

distinct operations of the soul require different faculties or habitsl~

and their procedure was that of inferring from various psychological
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phenomena, viz. thinking, wishinG, intending, willing, remembering,

etc., mental structures to explain them. This is alien to modern

philosophers who prefer to analyze the various mental activities

themGeJ ves, and the logical properties of t.he t8rms 1JS ed to express

them, while leaving the postulation of mental structures to the

psychologists. The jUClgernen~sDfthe_intellect are of two kinds:

(1) those meant to guide our actions (as Aristotle puts it, the con-

elusion of the practical syllogism will normally be an action, if it

is within our psychological and physical power to do it)13, and (2)

those which are not. C-onsequently, Aquinas disti.nguishes two aspects

of the intellect correspJnding to these two different kinds of

jUdgement:

The speculative and practical intelJects are not distinct
powers ••• .' Now, to a thing apprehended by the intelJ ect,
it is accidental v.,rhether it be directed to operation or not;
but it is according to this that the speculative and t:'raetical
intellects differ. For it is the speculative intellect which
directs what it apprehends, not to operation, but to the sole
consideration of the truth; while the practical intellect is
that which directs what it apt:'rehends to operation. And this
is what the Philosopher says, namely, that the speculative
differs from the practical ill-its end. ~Vhence each is named
from its end: the one speculative, the other practical -
i.~. operative.14

The term, 'practical reason I, occurs often in Aquinas I discussion of

ethics, and it does not denote a distinct faculty of the soul, but rather,

it refers to the kind of judgement generated by the intellect. Another

term which Aquinas uses is -habitus, and as D'Arcy remarks;5it is a

difficult term to render in English. He suggests the word 'skill'

as a reasonable translation, with the caveat that we understand it as

something abiding rather than transient, giving as examples, such
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'ski] ls' as understanding a language and knov.rine hOi'l to speak it.

'Skill' also conve;}rs lI'the note of, not bare capability, but facility

and readiness in performance ll:.
15 Accordine to the mediaeval philosophers,

a habitus' is distinguished from a faculty in that although there

is a formal distinction between, say, an act of willing, and an

act of remembering, there is no such distinction between acts per-:

formed by means of a 'habitus and acts not so performed; the difference

is one of performance rather than kind. An exarrlple is the difference

between the performance of a skilled autom.obile driver and an unskill

ed one, or a skilled linguist and an unskilled one. There is a further

distinction which is relevant here, and that is the distinction made

between an !acquired l habitus_ and an 'innate' or inatural' habitus.

An 'acquired' habitus, as the adjective suggests, is one that we

acquire by the repetition of an act, and it is similar in meaning to

the En'jlish vlOrd, 'habit' and its cognates, as when we say, 'He is

an habitual drinker'. An 'innate' habitus, however, is not acquired

solely by repetition of an act, althollgh it is a disposition to act

readily and with facility. Aquinas sa;}rs of an innate habitll§. that it

OweS its existence "partly to nature and partly to some extrinsic

princinlelll6, and by this he means that althone;h an innate habitus

is not a faculty, any particular innate habitus, such as the under

standing of first principles requires as its subject a faculty,

which in this example, is the speculative intellect~ Aristotle

makes a similar distinction when he speaks of 'moral' virtues as

opposed to 'intellectual' virtuesJ7 Here are Aquinas' words on

the matter:

r
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There are, therefore, in man certain natural habits,
owing their existence rartly to nature, and rartly to
some extrinsic principle. They exist in one way, indeed,
in the apprehensive powers; in another, in the appetitive
rowers. For in the apprehensive powers there may be a
natural habit by way of beginning, both in respect of the
specific nature and in respect of the individual nature.
This har~ens with regard to the specific nature, on the part
of the soul itself. Thus the underst~_nding oLPrincillles
is called a natural habit. For it is owinf.'; to the very nature
of the intellectual soul that man, havin~ once p;raspecl what is
a whole and what is a part, should at once nerceive that every
whole is larger than its part. And the same is the case in
like manner with regard to other such instances. Yet what is
a whole, and what is a part, this he cannot know except through
the intelligible species whjch he has received from phantasms. le

Having detailed some of the terminological matters, we may proceed

to examine synderesis.

In order to understand what Aquinas means by synderesis, let

us examine a moral principle, l}~rder is 'VTong l • This principle, as

was pointed out earlier, is analJ~ically true, since 'murder' is,

by definition, an act of killing which is wrong. Since the truth of

an analJ~ic princinle is self-evident, and because the mind operates in

a different fashion when it 'sees' the truth of an analytic princirle,

than when it verifies a synthetic principle, Aquinas holds that there

is a distinct mental structure by means of which we 'see' the truth

of an analytic principle in the practical order. This mental structure

is synderesis, and by means of it we readily grasp the truth of the first

principles of r,10rals, e.g. 'Murder is wrong'. Such analytic principles

are the "indemonstrable principles 'f from which the chain of reasor,ing

begins:

Synderesis is not a power, but a habit. ••• In order to make
this question clear, we l1~ust observe, as 1'/e have said above, that
man's act of reasoning, since it is a kind of movement from
the understanding of certain things (namely, those \vrJich are
naturally known without an;)' investigation on the part of reason)
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as from an irrmovable principle; it also terminates in the
understanding, inasmuch as, by means of those naturJ.lly
known ~rinciples, \",e judrr,e of th:)se things which we have
discovered by reasoning. Now it is clear that, as the spec
ulative reason reasons about speculative matters., so the
practical reason reasons about practical matters. Therefore
we must be naturally endowed with not only speculative
principles but also practical principlps. Now the first
speculative principles bestowed on us by nature do not belong
to a special rower, but to a special habit, which is called
the ~nderstandi~ of principles, as the Philosopher explains.
Hence, the first practical principles, bestowed on us by nat1 Jre,
do not belong to a special power, but to a special hahit, which
we call synderest2.. 'dhence synderesis is said to in,~line to
.,?:ood, and to murmur at evil, inasr~ll_ch as through first f'rincinles
vie proceed to discover, and judf!,e of l'lhat we have discovered. •.l9

§ynderesis, then, is an innate habitus by means of which we readily

grasp the first principles of morals, and if we were to eliminate

mediaeval terminolo.~r, we could say that the mind grasps the truth of

analytic principles v.Q.th·-:mt a logical intermediary, Le. in virtue of

the definition of terms.

The first difficulty which must be resolved is the claim that

lithe precepts of the natural law are to the practical reason what the

first principles of demonstration are to the speculative reason,

b b th If ' d t . . ] 11
20 I . t' t l' th tecause 0 are se -eVl en prlnclp.es. pOln eo on ear ler a

'self-evidence' is an elusive concept, particularly when applied to

moral principles. I argued that moral principles, since they cannot

be analytic if they 'are meant to guide our conduct, cannot be self-evi-

dent, and yet, moral principles, e.g. 'Yllrder is wrong' are self-evident.

An analytic principle, e.g. '~lrder is wTong' becomes a moral rrinciple

only "ihen it has been given 'content'; in other words, 'Murd'~r is wrong I,

can only become a moral principle when we have determined which acts of

killing are wrongo Althongh synderesis, according to the mediaeval

philosophers, is an innate hahitus by means of which the mind -



grasps the truth of analytic principles in the practical order,

these princir-les are eiven 'content' b~T reflection on the 'o1'to-

logical rropensities I of human nabJTe:

Noral principles are not a number of theorems rieirlly
dec1uc cd from a sinsle axiom; they are the rrorlll.ct of
rational reflecti,)n on our natural inclinations. Of
course, Aquinas does not n'ean that sync_eresis presents
us with a number of cut-and-dried statement;; which \,re can
chant at will as a schoolboy recites Newton's three laws
of motion; rather, it refers to the ability to recognize or
elicit the truth ar1rJ falsity of general ethical propositions
..rhen confronted with them, and make sound moral judgement s
which could not have been made if those initial principles
were not available in readily manipulabJ.e form. 21

It is clear from the texts of Ar.u:ixas t.hat he never rigidly separated

'fact' from 'value', and so his approach has been called the

'ontological approach' because it welds together the realms of fact

and value:

Tile ontological approach welds together being and oughtness,
and maintains that the very notion of natural law stc.rlds and
falls on that identification.22

There is no denying that st. Thomas Aquinas' doctrine of
natural law stilJ represents the most carefully thought out
presontation of the ontolo~ica1 view, the most complete and
thoroughgoing development both of its assumptions and
implicati 0 ns .23

The cement which welds together fact and value is found in A~uinas'

concept of 'good', which leads him to propose the first candidate

for the natural law:

Now a certain order is to be found in those things that are
apprehended by men. For that which first faJ.ls under
apr'rehension is being. the understanding of which is included
in all things whatsoever a man apprehends. Therefore the
first indemonstrable princi:'le is that the same tiling can- ot
be affirmed and denied at the~ time, which is based on the
notion of beine and not-beine: and on this principle all others
are based, as is stated in Neta. rv. Now as being is the
first thing that falls under apprehension absolutely, so good
is the first thing that falls under the apprehension of the
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practical reason, which is directed to action (since every
agent acts for an end, which has the nat'lre of good).
Conser.uently, thp. rir:"t. rrincirle -;.:-" the practical reason
is one founded on the nat1.1re of .o;ood, viz., that !SO 0 01 is tha~,

"Thich all thi.02 seek after. Hence this is the first pr88ert
of Imv, that 800d is to he done and promoted, and evil is to be
avoided. All other precepts of the natural Imv are based upon
this; so that all the thine;s "'Thich the practical reason nat1lral1y
apprehends as man I s good belong to t he precepts of the natural
law uncleI' the form of things to be done or avoided. 24

'Good is to be done and promoted, and evil avoided', Aquinas remarks, is

the first precept of the natural law, and therefore, the first principle

emlnciated by synderesis. If it is meant as a general moral rrinciple

of substance, from which, along "lith a factual minor rremiss, we can

deduce a particular moral jUdgment, it becomes evident that it cannot

be used as a major premiss in any practical sJTllogism, since the analytic

princi-le, 'Good is to be done and promoted, and evil avoided', caD1~ot

tell '1S whether the act described in the minor premiss is in fact I good' ,

and therefore, to be 'done', or I evil , and therefore, to be 'avoided'.

This first precept of the natural law states a formal requirement of

all m,)ral lc:;.nguage, viz. its prescriptivity, i. e. it says that if

somethinrr, is 'good' it oup;ht to be done, and, as Hare sugp;ests, "I

find it much more credible to say that the only kind of necessity.here

is a logical necessity; in so far as, and in the sense that, it is true

at all that everything seeks the good, it is true in virtue of the

meanings of 'good I and I seek' • " 25 'Good is to be done and proPlot ed and

evil avoided' is an ana13Ttic princinle, analogous to the princi!,le of

non-contradiction in the speculative order, and it governs all our moral

reasoning:
vie are led, then, to reject the candidature of "'Good should be
done and evil shunnedw as the major of a practical syllogism
provided by synderesis. What, then, is its role? It seems
to be a purely formal principle, providing the rule that governs
all our moral reasoning, rather than its universal
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premiss. For, thollp,h analytic and necessary, it is
by no means meanin!T,less. It can be (~uite meanil1gfuDy
translated, If/It makes no sense to say, IX is I!ood, but do
not desire or pursue XI. It is therefore in similar logical
case in the T'raetical order to the principle of non-contra
diction in the speculative; each is a purely formal nrincip1e. 26

A difficulty which we must discuss occurs in Aquinas' state-

ment that "all other precepts of the naturol law are based upon this".

This could only mean, since an analytic principle cannot provide us

with synthetic moral principles meant to guide our actions that

it is a principle governir:g all our moral reasoning; 'based upon i

cannot mean 'logically entail':

In his metaphysical wr itings he often speaks of "referring"
self-evident principles to the principle of non-contradiction,
or says that they are all "'founded" upon it. But it is a
mistake to think that he is clairdng they are all deduced from
it; he is merely saying that to deny these propositions will
involve one in contradiction.. The principle of non-contra
diction is the formal principle that soverns all our specula
tive reasonin,g. I think the same is true of the principle
"Good should be done and evil avoided" in St. Thomas' ethical
systen'.. Of it he uses the same phrases; more particuJ ar moral
precepts are "founded" on it, or "referred'" to it. It is
self-evident in the strict sense; if someone say[., "X is good",
it is nonsense to agree that it is, and to ask whether it is
something that should be desired or pursued. This is the
principle that r'ms through and controls all our moral
reasoning; but it is not the initial premise from which 0.11 the
rest are deduced.27

Thus, from 'Good is to be done and promoted, and evil avoided', one

cannot deduce, 'Stealing is wrong', or 'Adultery is wrong', etc., for

the first precept of the na~lral law is a logical thesis governing the

logic of our moral 1an@lage, telling us only that once we know that

a particular act is 'good', then it should be performed, so that it

would be odd to claim that an act is 'good', and then to ask, 'But

ought I to do it? '. By establishing the prescriptivity of moral

language, one precludes the possibility of inserting a logical wedge

r



between 'X is p-ood' and 'Ought I to perform it?'. The first rrinciple

of the naturdl law, then, is an analytic rrincir-le, but A~uinas also

clairr:s that there are other principles belonging to the natural law

which are not only 'seli'-evid~:mtI, but also have 'content '. They are

maie true in the process of being given 'content' by reflection on

certain ontological structures of man. As substance, Aruinas remarks,

man has a fundamental inclination towards self-preservation; as a

living substance, man has a fund@nental inclination towards preserva-

tion of his kind, and finally, as a rational substance, man has a

fundamental desire to know:

Since, however, good has the nature of an end, and evil,
the nature of the contrary, hence it is that all those things
to which man has a natural inclination are naturally apprehended
by reason as being good, and conse0uentl;y as objects of pursuit,
and their contraries are evil, and objects of avoidarice.
Therefore, the order of the rrecerts of the nat11rCll law is
accordine to the order of natnral inclinations. For there is
in man, first of all, an inclination to good in accordance with
the nature which he has in common with all substances, inasmuch
namely, as every substance seeks the preservation of its own
beiTlfT" according to its nature; and by reason of this inclina
tion, whatever is a means of pres.erving human life, and of
warding off its obstacles, bel0ngs to the natural law. Secondly,
there is in man an inclination to things that pertain to him
more specially, according to that nature "Thich he has in comn"oon
with other animals; and in virtue of this inclinati0~, those
things are said to belong to the natural law which nature has
taught to all animals, such as se~lal intercourse, the education
of offspring and so forth. Thirdly, there is in man an inclina
tion to good according to the nature of his reason, whi ch nature
is proper to him. Thus man has a natural inclination to know
the truth abollt God, and to live in society; and in this respect,
whatever purdains to this inclination belongs to the natural
law: e.g., to shun ignorance, to avoid offending those a~ong

whom one has ~o live, and other such things regarding the above
inclination.2

We must now examine the claim that the first principles of morals are

made true by being given 'content'. A ·moral principle must have

'content' so that we can apply it to factual situations, e.g. the



princirle, 'Murder is wrong' has 'content' if, and only if, vie have

specified those acts of killing which are to be considered 'murder'.

Not all analytic princinles are made true by being e;iven 'content'.

For example, '1'-'.3.n is rational' is analytically true, but can be shown

to be experientially false, viz. if we point to an offsprin~ of human

parents, who, because of a deformed brain, is not 'rationa.l'.

The problem, then, is IHow can an analytic principle, e.g. ll'-mrQer

is wrong', be made true by being given 'content'?'. Unless we are

Intuitionists, who hold that 'wrongness' is a non-natural property

of certain kinds of acts, then we must esta.blish a criterion by means

of which moral principles can be r;iven 'content'. According to the

natural law theory, moral principles are given 'content' by reflection

upon certain basic human inclinations -- not inclinations in the Sense

of this or that individual's dezires or whims, but in the sense of

certain propensities of human nature itself. By claiming that moral

principles are founded upon factual considerations, Aquinas is claiming

that certain facts will, and certain facts will n.Jt, count as evidence

for them and "that a man can no more decj.de for himself what is

evidence for rightness and wrongness than he can decide what is evidence

for monetary inflation or a tumo1lr on the brain. w29 Although Aquinas

sometimes speaks "as if all the precepts of the natural law were self-evident

in the sense in which an analytic princinle is self-evident, he cannot

mean that the first princiDles of morals are purely analytic principles,

for moral principles must have 'content I if they are to be used to guide

our conduct. If he does hold this, then he is ~ilty of attributing

a property of one category of judgments to another altogether dissimilar

r
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category of judgments. But even if we grant that the first principles

of morals, the 'common precepts of the natur&.l law', are given I content'

by reflection upon certain facts of human nature, we are faced with a '

more crucial problem, for Aquinas, critics of the natural law will say,

commits the IlNaturalistic Fallacyll.

The heart of the matter is, then, whether or not one can

deduce moral imperatives from statements of fact: lIM.oore is arguing

that when we say that the moral jUdgement, IIThis course of action

is right ll means the same as, IIThis course of action is an expression

of the true nature of man II , we are falling into exactly the same

naturalist fallacy as tile hedonist who equates the sent ence, IIThis

course of action is right II', with IIThis cour3e of action gives the

most pleasure", or the subjectivist who equates it with IIThis is the

course of action which wins my approval. u:30 R. 1·1. Hare, as we have

seen, recognizes that there is a relationship between facts and values,

although this is not the relationship of logical entailment. 31 Hare

is willing to say only that the relationship is set within the

framework of choice. In other words, a man is free to choose his

own moral standards, and a corollary of this is that he is free to

choose the facts which he will count as reasons for holding them. The

bond between facts and values is, for Hare, the choice of tIllS or that

individual. The logic of moral language demands'that there be a moral

standard which moral terms presuppose, but it does not demand, according

to Hare, any logical relationship between moral terms 'and the standards

which they presuppose; there is, he says, echoing Hume and Moore, a

logical gap between facts and values. This line of argument, as Foot

has remarked in two articles which we will examine, entails certain
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unacceptable propositions. Hare does remark, however, tha.t there a.re

certain moral standards which remain constant for all men, although

this is in 3pite of, rather than, because of his own argurr.ents:-

No doubt there are among these old rrinciples certain very
general ones, which will remain acceptable unless human nature
and the state of the world undergo a most fundamental changeo 32

PeoT'le IS incl.inations about most of the important matters in
life tend to be the same (very few people, for example, like
beh~g starved or run over by motor-cars); and, even when they
are not, there is a way of generalizing the argument ••• which
enables us to make allowance for differences in inclinations.33

As far as I can tell, Aquinas and Hare are at one on this point, and

whereas Aouinas is willing to consider such first principles of morals

as precepts of the natural law, Hare, constrained by his logical

considerations, is unwilling to do so. Hare does make one suggestion

about the way in which facts and values are connected, and his suggestion

has to do with the way in which iimoral principles of substance ii are

established. He remarks that moral reasoning is more typically

IInon-linearn34, rather than a strictly deductive process, in which one

woul.d deduce certain moral standards from the relevant fa:;ts. The

first principles of morals are like hypotheticaJ_ principles which

are established by factual considerations. The model Hare is using

is that of scientific explanation in which one suggests a certain

hypothesis in order to account for a certain number of facts, always

leaving open the possibility that the hypothesis might never be established,

since a counter-example( s) could force its modification, or falsify it

altogether.35 This suggests an argument of the followlng form. We observe

that generally brothers do not have sexual intercourse with their

sisters, and from this fact, we might propose a moral principle, 'I
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ought not to have sexual intercourse with my sister I. If we universalize

this principle, according to Hare's thesis that the logic of 'ought·

demands that we universalize a singular imperative, we generate the

following moral principle, 'Brcth8rc ought not to have sexual inter-

course with their sisters'. This moral principle satisfies Hare's

criteria of prescriptivity (since it entails the sin6~11ar imperative, 'I

ought not to have sexual intercourse ..lith my sister I) and universalizabili-

ty, and it is founded on certain factual considerations, although

i founded on' does not mean 'entailed by' 0 The difficulty, of course,

comes in deciding how far we are to press the analogy with scientific

reasoning. ~fuereas the scientist can accept the law-like character of

his hypothesis until counter-example(s) modifies or falsifies it~

no such procedure is open to the moralist o If a counter- example

is brought before us in our present case, viz o 'A re~llarly has semlal

intercourse with his sister', then, by conceiving the relationship

between facts and values in the way Hare proposes, we can no longer hold

the moral principle in question, for it has been falsified by A'B case o

Yet the principle is meant to guide the conduct of people such as A

b;y pointing out to them that what they in fact are doing ought not

to be done o If we l~sh to modify the general principle, 'Brothers

ought not to have sexual intercourse with their sisters', to take into

account the case of A who does as a matter of fact have sexual inter-

course with his sister, we are entitled to apply the principle of

universalizability, and ask, 'On what grounds do you distinguish the

case of A from that of other brothers and their sisters?'o If we

then say that the fact that A does regluarly have sexual intercourse

MILLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
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with his sister entitles us to modify the general principle, then we

are guilty of committing the same logicr..l fallacy of inferring values

from facts whieh we are trying to avoid. If tne fact of A having

sexual intercourse with his sister falsifies the general princi"le,

'Brothers ought not to have se~lal intercourse with their sisters',

then we are inferring the moral jUdgment., 'A ought to have se~lal

intercourse with his sister' from the fact that he does I and if this

singular imperative is to become a moral principle, then it \"ould

have to be generalized, and 'tIe would have a new contradictory moral

principle, 'Brothers ought to have sexual intercourse with their

sisters' 0 It wou] d seem, then, that Hare's suggestion that moral

reasoning is "non-linear" or "exploratory" is untenable because it

always leaves open the possibility that anyone may reject a ;:,ora1

principle on the grounds that he does not count the facts used to

establish the moral principle as evidence for it at all~ and this makes

moral reasoning unlike analogous activities called 'reasoning'. Thlt

are we to say that there is no relationship at all between facts and

values? A theory of natural law stands or falls on this point.

J. H. Jacques presents another way of circumventing the logical

problem we have encountered. His suggestion is that when \ve derive

certain moral princi;,les from an examination of human nature~ we mean

by 'human nature i p not human nature as it is, but human nature as it

ought to be:

'1'0 defend himself from this attack, the believer in Naturi:!.l
Law can say that he is not concerned Hith livin.c; according to
human nature as it is but ,'lith human nature as it ou~ht to beo
His statement that life is to be lived according to na.ture is
actually an ethical stat erl1.ent ~ alth0118h at first sight it
seems like a non-ethical one. This is because the meaning that
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he eives to the word "nature" in this hurr.an context
looks-t. not to man as he is, but to the perfect (almost
ideal) man as he is intended to be.36

Jacques attempts to avoid the "Naturalistic Fallacy" by defini"p: certain

facts, viz. those constituting human nature, as values rather than

by defining facts in terms of their exclusion from the class of

values, and this indicat es that there is somethipg fundament nlly wrong

with }loore' s definition of 'fact'. The difficulty with Jacques I

solution is, as Hare remarks (instead of 'human nature' Hare uses

the term, 'person'), that if by 'human nature' we mean 'human nature

as it ought to be f, we are left with no criterion for determining

what human nature actual ly is:

One way that mif,ht be su.::rgested for :;ettin'~ out of this
diffiClllt;)r is to write into the notion 'Jf T'erE,on SOflle moral
content. B;)r calling a being a nerson we should then imnly,
as part of what ltoJe are saying, that he ou.~ht to he treated in
a certain way. This will validc:d:'e the step from 'x is a rerson'
to IX ought to be treated in a certain way'. But 11.0\'[ we are
left \dthollt a determinate and morally neutral criterion for
finding out 11hether he is a person. In order to be sure that he
is a '['erson, we shall first have to satisfy ourselves that he
ought to be treated in a certain way and no basis has ;yet been
established for making this moral judgement.3?

Jacques may be right in pointing to the fallacy of definin~ facts by

exclusion from the category of values, and then going on to say that

no value can be deducfod from a fact, for this has been made true solely

by definition, but this does not mean that facts and values are

coincident classes, although there could not be the logical gap

between them that Moore's analysis suggests. The only path open to

us is to assert that there is no logical gap bet,veen f~cts and values,

as Aquinas does, and this is the alternative which P. Foot argues for

in two articles which we must now consider~38
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The motivation behind Foot's arguments is clear: if we

say that there is a logical gap behreen facts and values, then it is

dif~'icult to see hov[ we could ever give 'content' to moral principles.

If we say that each person must give his own 'content' to moral principles,

or, in other words, that each individual is free to choose the facts

which he will count as reasons for a particular moral princirle, 1;.hen

moral reasoning becomes the expression of this or that individual's

attitudes:

The fact that moral judgem.ents need defence seems to
distinp;uish the impact of one man I s moral views upon other s
from mere persuasion or coercion, and the judger.1ents them
selves from mere expressions of likes and dislikes. Yet the
version of arguments in morals currently accepted seems to say
that,while reasons must be given, no one need accept them unless
he happens to hold particu~ar moral views. It follows that
disputes about what is ric;ht and wrong can be resolved only
if certain contingent conditions are Dllfilledj if they are not
fulfilled, the argtunent breaks down, and the disputants are
left face to face in an opposition which is merely the expression
of attitude and will.39

An evaluation is not connected logically with the factl'al
state);[ents on which it is based. One man may say that a thing
is good because of some fact about it, and another may refuse
to take that fact as any evidence at all ,for nothing is laid
down in the neaning of 'good' which connects it with one
piece of I evidence' rather than another. It follows that a moral
eccentric could argue to moral conclusions from quite idio
syncratic premisses; he could say, for instance, that a man was
a good man because he clasped and unclasped his hanels, and never
turned N.N.E. after turning S.S.W. He could also reject someone
else's evaluati0

4
"Osimply by denying that his evidence was

evidence at all.

Furthermore, it has "'not even been proved that moral conclusions' cannot

be entailed by factual or descriptive premisses. 1141 All that has been

shown is that itis.analyticaliy true that facts~cannot-entailvalues,

if we define a.fact by exclusion from the realm of values, and, by

saying that a fact cannot entail values:

r
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What was needed to give the ;;,.ttack on natl.lr8,lism ne~oJ life
was the identification of some deficiency conrr10n to the whole
range of definitions rejected by l'ioore, a reason why th3;r all
failed. This was provided by the theory that value terms in
general, and moral terms in particular, were used for a special
function -- variously identified as expressing feelings, express
ing and inducing attitudes, or commending. Now it was said
that words with emotive or conunendatory force, such as "good",
were not to be defined by the use of words whose meaning was
merely "descriptive". This discovery tended to appear greater
than it was, because it looked as if the two categories of
fact and value had been identified separately and found never
to coincide, whereas actllally the factual or descriptive wa.s
defined by exclusion from the realm of value.4l

Indeed, if we are al] free to choose the facts which we will count

as reasons for any particular moral princi:rle, then mpral reasoning

is an odd sort of activity:

It is suggested, for instance, that anyone who has considered
all the facts I'rhich could bear on his moral decision has
ipso facto produced a 'well-founded' moral jUdgement; in
spite of the fact th<i.t anyono else who has considered the same
facts may well come to the opposite conclusion. How 'x is
good' can be a well-founded moral jUdgement when 'x is bad'
can be equally well-founded it is not easy to see.42

Niss Foot suggests that the relationship between facts and

values could be either of two kinr!s: (1) a relationshir\ of logical

entailment, or (2) a relationship in which facts would count as

evidence for moral principles. Using the evaluative term, 'rUde',

she tries to show that there is a logical relationship of entailment

between an act being of a certain kind (which she characterizes

generally as an act which 'causes offence') and its being 'rude':

I conclude that whether a man is sreaking of behaviour as
rude or not rude, he must use the same criteria as anyone
else, and that since the criteria are satisfied if 0 (i.e.
'causes offence') is true, it is impossible for him to assert
o while denying R (i.e. lis rude'). It follows that if it is
a sufficient condition of pIS entailing Q that the assertion
of P is inconsistent vrith the denial of Q, ioJe have here an
example of a non-evaluative premise from which an evaluative
conclusbn can be deduced.43
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Unfortunately, l·'iiss Foot has ch.-)sen a poor exarrTle to ffictke her

case. The term, 'offence' is itself a value-term, not a descrip

tive term, presupposing certain standards, viz. standards which te] 1

us what kinds of acts 'cause offence'. Since we have defined a

'rude' act as one which'causes offence' ( and the definition is itself

deficient since there are many acts which are not 'rude' bnt which·

'cause offence') it is analytical]y true that if an act 'causes

offP'1,::e' it is a 'rude' act. Since 'offence' is a value-term,

the inference from 'causes offence' to 'rude' is not an inference

from a description to an evaluative conclusicm. IJ.:iss Foot would have

to shovr that an act 'causes offence' because of some other facts; for

exarnple, she might have said that people being what they are, certain

acts necessarily 'cause offence' and certain other acts do not.

Although the example of 'rude' is deficient, the point of

Fuss Foot's articles is "m]1 taken. The giving of 'content' to rr.oral

principles cannot be a matter of choice. Even if we grant that facts

cannot logically entail values, this does not in turn entail that

there is no relationship between facts and values. We do give 'content'

to moral principles; otherwise, they would reMain purely anaJ3~ic

principles incapable of being used to sruide our conduct. For example,

the principle, '}furder is wrong', cannot be of any help to us until

we have specified which kinds of killing are 'murder'. If we say

that. there is no relationship betvveen facts and values, then we are

saying that if, for example, someone holds that killing brown cats

or white cows is murder, there is no way in which we cO'lld Show him

that these a.cts are not mllrder. In point of fact, peorle do not

generally hold that the principle, 'l-furder is wrong', applies to the

f·
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kiD ing of brown cats or white cows which indicates that only certain

kinds of killing are considered murder. The criterion for determin

ing vThich acts of killing are murder, and therefore, the critorion

for giving 'content' to the principle, '}mrder is wrong', is supplied,

accordin~ to the theory of natural law, by a consideration of the

'ontological propensities' of human nature. The theory ()f na.tural

law, as stated by Thomas Aquina.s, does resolve the problem of how

the first princirl es of morals are given 'content I by a.rGuing that

there is no lop,ical gap between facts and values, and, contrary to

Hume and G. E. Noore, that the first principles of morals are, therefore,

founded uron a consideration of hun:an nature. The problem ....·Thich reIT'.ains

is that of characterizing the relatioYlship between facts and values,

and in Chapter III, I will try to show what tIns relationship is like,

although mo~;t of what I \vill sa;y will show what it is not rather than

what it is.



CHAPTER III

}~ purfose has been that of elucidating the role that moral

principles play in an ethical system, although, so far, this thesis

has largely been negative, pointing out the failure of the moral

linguists in establishing or verifying the first principles of morals.

I have suggested, as well, that the theory of natural law has this

much to be said in its favour, namely, that ultimate moral principles

are founded upon, or given 'content', by factual consideratiJns, and

therefore, they are not len to the individual to decide, sL:.ce one

can arlduce perfectly valid reasons surporting them. These 'reasons'

are facts, and by ar;cepting the principle t.hat certain relevant facts

count as evidence for the validity or non-va] idity of moral principles,

we are rejecting the Noorean model. This, however, is not to say that

moral principles are of the 'copy-book-heading' type, and that the

resolving of our moral problems is simply a matter of following the

correct rules of inference in order to arrive at the moral conclusion~

'This is what I ought to do'. Moral reasoning is a complex activity,

and as Hare remarks, a "Cartesian procedure in morals is as illllsory

as it is in science .11
1 Sometimes, moral principles are not easily

formulable in words, and as Hare points out, this is the same difficulty

as that encountered when we try to formulate the meaning-rules governing

our use of descriptive terms:

Thus ••• the alleged difficulty of formulating the unive':"sal
rule which is implied in any value-judgement is simply the
same sort of difficluty which is encountered when ~e try to
explain the meaning of a descriptive term as used on a particluar
occasion. 2

.57
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The logica.l properties of moral langua.ge indicate that whenever

we make a value-judgment, viz. 'X is ~ood' or 'X is ri~htl, our hearer

is entitled to ask, 'Why?', and this question is answered satisfactorily

when we have elucidated the moral principle governing our value-judwnent.

We may be asked to verify the moral princir-le itself, and in this

event, we could either refer it to a more general moral principle, or

enumerate the facts supporting the principle. There is no gainsaying

the fa~t, however, that sooner or later we ITJlst end the chain of

questions by appealing to the relevant facts; othenvise, it would

go on ad infinitum. If our hearer persists in inquiring, 'But why

do you hold that particular moral principle?', even after we have pointed

out to him the relevant facts which we count ciS sufficient evidence

for them, then we must conclude that either (a) our hearer does not

count the facts we have given as sufficient evidence for our moral

principle, in which case there is room for more discussion in order to

reach agreement about matters of fact, or else, (b) he may agree with us

about matters of fact, but still refuse to adopt the moral princinle

in question, and in this event, he is in the position of the man in

Hare's example who refuses to make a move in a game of chess.

The conclusion that there could not be the logical gap between

facts and values suggested by Moore's analysis, does not mean that in

cases of moral disagreement, once we have supported our moral principle

with the relevant facts, we can accuse our 'opponent' of logical

inconsistency, in the strict sense, if he still does not accept the

moral principl~ in question. He would be guilty of logical incon~

sistency only if he, while admitting that this set of factual premisses(F)
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entails this moral principle (M), assert~d the truth of F and

denied the truth of H. But this is not our present concer ~l ::>ince

we are considering the case of a person who would hold that no set

of factual premisses could ever lentail ,3 a moral principle.

stuart Hampshire4 remarks that post-Kantian philosophers have been

concerned with moral jUdgments from the point of view of a spectator

passing judgment of moral praise or blame, rather_ than from the point

of view of the moral agent who is deliberating on which course of action

he ought to follow. Concentrating on the judgments of the moral

critic rather than the judgments of the moral agent can be misleading

because it may lead to the assimilation of moral jUdgments to

descriptive judgments. As Hampshire remarks, for Aristotle, the

relevant analogy with moral reasoning was the kind of deliberation used

by the craftsman, whereas for many modern writers on ethics it is the

analogy ''lith the judgments of the aesthetic critic, and as, lI'aesthetics

has become the study of the logic and language of aesthetic criticism,

so moral philosophy has become largely the study of the logic and

language of moral criticism. 1I5 The difficulty with the descriptive model

is that it has no place for the imperative mOOd, one of the most

important properties of moral language. As a result, the moral phil

osopher has explained the patterns of inferences involving the

imperative mood by assimilating them to the patterns of valid inferences

of descriptive language, and this has led to t~e present impasse over

the relationship between facts and values. Since the relationship, on

the descriptive model, cannot be that of logical enbailment, there must

be~ it is said~ a logicdl gap between facts and values. But it is the

r
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descriptive model -which is misleading here:

If the procedure of practical deliberation does not cor:form,
either in its intermediate steps or in the form of its
conclusions, with any forms of argument acknOl·J1edged as
respectable in logical text-books, this is a deficiency of
the logical text-books. Or rather it is a mistake in the
interpretation of text-books of logic to assume that they
provide, or that they are intended to provide, patterns of all
forms of reasoning or argmnent -which can properly be described
as rational argmnent. Arguments may b8, in the ordinary and
wider sense, rational without being included amon~ the tYres
of argument which are ordinarily studied by the logicians,
since logicians are generally concerned exclusively with the
tYres of argument which are charaderistic of the Q; priori
and empirical sciences. There are patterns of argunlent
habitually used outside the sciences, which may be described as
more or less rational in the sense that they are more or less
strictlJT governed by recognized

6
(though not necessarily

formulated) rules of relevance.

This is a point not sufficiently considered by Hare, for while admitting

that moral judgments are prescriptive (and this is the only way one can

accord a role to the imperative mood on the descriptive model), the

patterns of inference are those of the descriptive model, and, indeed,

it is or:ly because moral language is rartially descriptive, according

to Hare, that the normal rules of inference hold. If Hampshire's

observations .are correct, and I believe they are, then facts can

'entail' values, without this relationship being exactly the same as

the relationship of entailment exemplified in arguments drawn from the

"§:. priori and empirical sciences".. The relationship between facts and

values would seem to be closer to that sort of relationship which exists

between facts and the legal judgment of 'guilty' or 'not guilty' passed

on a person in the courts of law. The facts count as evidence for the

jUdgment of 'guilty' or 'not guilty', but they do not entail that

judgment in the strict logical sense of 'entail'. One has only to

consider the case of a man condemned on the grounds of circumstantial
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evidence alone, a case in point bein.:; that of Steven Truscott.

Because there is no strict deductive relationship between facts and,

in this case, the legal judgment of guilt, there is ahm.ys the rossibility

that the judgment is incorrect, even though it is establ ished 'beyond

a reasonable doubt'. The analogy with the processes of thought occurring

dail;}r in our law courts is more relevant to the kind of mental activity

used in establishing a moral principle, and there always exists the

possibility that the moral principle in question is not valid either

because we have failed to recognize all the relevant facts, or because

we have mis-interpreted some of them. This does not mean, however, that

we must throw up our hands in despair, for the situati~n in morals

is similar to that of medicine: "You do not stop treating the sick

just because there is controversy about basic concepts and underlying

theories, even about individual diagno·ses. You do your best and keep

going. Sometimes you succeed without knowing quite why. You know that

theor;y is concerned with the frollltier, and if it has its own problems and

controversies, the only remedy is to push on. 1I7 As long as we have moral

problems, we will continue to resol~e them accordi~g to our best

lights, and this means that we will adopt moral principles established

'beyond a reasonable doubt' by reference to the relevant facts, although

we will always be ready to modify our moral principles upon being

presented with new evidence, L e. relevant facts which we have not

considered.

There are cases of inference from factual premisses to

value-judgments which exemplify the less rigorous relationship of

entailment which I am arguing for, and which are recognized as
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valid inferences, and these form the class of hypothetical imperatives.

Hare, investigating how grammatical mood affects inferences, adopts

the following rules:

(1) No indicative conclusion can be validly drawn from a set
of premisses which cannot be validly drawn from the indicatives
amonp, them alone.
(2) No imperative conclusion can be valid] y drawn from a set
of premisses which does not contain at least one imperative. 8

These two rules are themselves instancE?s 'of the more general logical

rule that "nothing can appear in the conclusion of a valid deductive

inference which is not, from their very meaning, implicit in the

conjunction of the premisses. 1r9 Because he has adopted these logical

rules, Hare is forced to modify them slightly in order to account for

the class of hypothetical imperatives:

We have, therefore, to say that there must be nothing said in
the conclusion which is not said implicitly or expli~itly in
the premisses, excert what ~ be added solely o~the stren0th
of definitions of terms. This qualification is important for the
logic of imperatives; for, as I have already warned the reader,
there is one kind of imperative conclusion which can be entailed
by a set of purely indicative premisses. This is the so-called
'hypothetical' imperative.10

The effect of the caveat, "except what ~ be added solely on the strength

of defin:jJ,ions of terms", is to loosen the relationship of entailment

holding between the factual premisses and the imperative conclusions, and

it would seem that Hare has perhaps not paid sufficient attention to this

conclusion. The pattern of inference exem~lified by hypothetical impera-

tives is an example of the kind of inference occurring in argunlents

establishing moral principles which I have been arguing for. The

factual premisses assert the facts which we count as evidence for the

moral principle we wish to establish, and if our hearer disagrees with

r
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the conclusion, then he will have to disagree with the facts we

have enumerated as justifying it. The point is not that the inference

from certain facts to values is invalid, but that perhaps the facts

which we have emunerated are irreJ evant to this partic1JJ ar moral

conclusion, or false, or not sufficient. A further point arisins out

of Hare's treatment of hypothetical irilperatives concerns the wa-JT in

,,,hich the imnerative mood affects the inference. At least for the

class o'f hypot hetical imperativ:es, I-Iare holds that the im}Jerative mood

does not affect the inference, but only ipdicates the kind of response

demanded by the conclusion. The indicative li\ood is used when we demand

of our hearer intellect11al assent, \'fhereas the impera.tive mood is

used either by the moral agent himself when deliberating on a possible

course of action, or b;y someone giving advice, to ind,icate that the

conclusion demands an action:

Thlls we may characterize provisionally the difference bet"reen
statements and commands by sayinr-; that, whereas sincerely
assenting to the former involves believing somethi'lg, sincerely
assenting to the latter involves (on the aprropriate occasion
and if it is within our power), doing something. l1

It would seem that the imperative verb-forms are added "solely on the

strength of definitions of terms" to indicate the kind of resplnse

demanded by the conclusi')n; therefore, the use of the imperative does

not invalidate the inference from facts to values, at le<.>.st for the class

of hypothetical imperatives:

It would probably be misleading to say that hypothetical im;,era
tives are 'really indicatives'. They have indeed d\Oscri::tive
force, and are entailed by indicatives; but 'x2Al1!+' is entailed
by 'x=2', and yet we shaul d not say that the forr.1er ;,,:1.8 not
really a quadratic equation. It would not, for one thing, be
intelligible to someone who did not know the mea ning of the
isquared' symbol. This symbol, moreover, does not have here

a special meaning differerr~ from its other uses. In somewhat



the same way, 'If yO'1 want to [',0 to the larp;est :::rocer in
Oxford, '';0 to Grimbly Hw,:hes' is not an indicative; it wOllld
not be intc;llif,ihle to someone who had learnt the Jr.eaninc; of
indicative verb-forms but not that of imperative verh-forms;
and the latter do not have in it a srecia1 meaning.12

The class of hYI'othetical imreratives is one example of hoI',' factual

premisses can 'entail', in a Jess rigorous sense, an imrerative

conclusion, and I would sug3est that moral reasoning is Flore closely

modeled on h3'pothetica1 imreratives than it is on arguments dr,own from

the emT'irical and .§; p'iori sciences ,·rh.lch use descrirtive lan[,;uaze and

the indicative mood. This is n~t to say, h::fwever, that all moral

judgments belong to the class of hypothetical imperatives, bt..t ('~:ly

that the pattern of inference is similar. Just as, Ix =2' entails

Vx?-=4', in the less rigorous sense of 'entail', since the function,

r ( )2' if.; addnd, "soJ ely 011 i-.l1o' strength of definitions of terms",

so too, factual premisses can entail moral imperatives. The difficulty,

as we have seen, with the conclusion that factual premisses can, and

do, entail moral princirles hovers about the sense in which 'entail'

is used. The logiGalequivalent of 'entail' in the striot sense wOllJ.d

be 'logically deducible from I, and in this sense, just as Ix2=4' is not

logically deducible from 'r2':J since the conclusion includes the

additional feature, I( )2 1, so too, moral princirles are not logically

deducible from factual premisses since the conclusion,. 1. e. the moral

princir1e, includes the additional feature of 'ought'. In the second,

less ri~orous,sense of 'er-tail', noral princinles are entailed by

factual premisses or are given content. b;y the facts, where ,'Ie mean by

'entaiJ' that the fads count as sufficient evidence for th0 moral

principles, and also that they are relevant to the particular moral

r



princir.:! e in question. 'l'his Sense of rentail I precludes the possibility

of someone choosing to reject a moral principle because he does not

count as evidence the facts which have been used to establish it,

since there are rules of relevancy here, as in other arguments, as

Hampshire reminds us:

It is only in limiting cases ...that, in describinp; the logic
of any class of sentences of ordinary discourse, one can
reasonably expect to find another class of sentences from which
the problem-sentences are lo~ica.lly deducible. Statements
al::::-'lt physical things cannot be deduced, or 10r-;icA.lly cterived,
from statements about sensations; statements abo'lt peo"0.: e 's
character or dispositions cannot he derl.nced, or logicd.lly
derived from statements about their behaviour; ;jret in both cases
the truth of the first kind of statement is establi..,hed exclusive
ly by reference to the second kind. In general, one kind of
sentence ma3r be estab~ished and defended exclusively by reference
to another kind, without the first kind being deducible, or
logically derivable, from the second • •••• So we may properly
elucidate moral or practical judgments by sayin~ that they are
established and s1.rpported b3r arguments consisting of fadual
jUdgments of a particular range, while admitting that they are
never strictly deducible, or in this sense logically derivable,
from any set of factual judgments.l3

Factual premisses, that is to say, are used to establish moral principles,

but this is not to say that the factual premisses are analogous to.

Pandora's box, 'containing' moral imperatives which we simply discover

by 'opening the box' 0 But we must not conclude that moral principles'

are, therefore, "removed from the sphere of rational discussion ll since

they are not logically deducible from any set of factual premisses:

"all argument is not deduction, and giving reasons in support of a

judgment or statement is not necessarily, or even gener~lly, giving

logically conclusive reasons. 1I14

At this point I would like to clarify one point concerning

what I have said so far. The less rigorous sense of 'entail' of

which I have been speaking is not the only sense in which entailment
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occurs in moral reasonine. In some types of moral arGument, as Hare

has rointed out, we can speak of the premisses entail ing, in the

strict sense, the conclusion, and this occurs in the :,raetical syllog,ism

when we reason from the conjunction of a ,major premiss, which is a

mor:ll principle, and a minor premiss, which is a statement of fact, to

a moral conclusion, e.g. ISt.ealing is v-Jrong, and this is stealing;

therefore, this act is wrong I. But when ,'Ie argue from an act being of

a certain kind, to a moral principle, IX ought not to be performed',

then we are justifying a moral princi~le by appealing to the relevant

facts, and it is tnis type of argument in which the eIJt,ailment is of the

less rigorous sort. The first principles of morals are given content

by reference to the relevant fads, but once they have been accepted

they can be used in deductive-type arguments to infer . particular moral

judgments entailing imrel'atives of the form, 'Do this J". Sometimes our

decision to act in a certain way is justified by apl~aling to the

relevant facts, and the decision itself constitutes a moral principle,

or a modification of a moral princinle. On other occasions , our decision

to act in a certain way is referred to a more general moral principle

which, in turn" could be substantiated by certain facts. But" whichever

is the case, the chain of reasoning comes to an end with the injunction,

'Look to the facts'.

The thesis that facts can 'entail', in the sense of counting as

evidence for, moral ~rincirles does not mean that moral reasonin~ is not

a complex process, or that moral disputes C2,n be easiJ.;r resolved (althou.a;h

in principle they are resolvable since moral principles must be given

content by reference to the facts). The complexity of moral reasoning

is well-known to anyone who has been faced with a difficult moral problem,
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and this complexity stems from the fact that practical problems,

concerned as they are with the contingent matters of human affairs,

are sometir:les blurred around the ede;es. The term, I facts I is a

difficlllt one to define precisely, and it can be misleadine. It is

misleading because it su~.o:ests that the I facts I relevant to a

particular moral argument are Qnite easily asserted in a closed set

of sentences, when in reality, the set is an o:!'en one:

It is misleading to speak of the 'facts of a situation' in
such a way as to suggest that there Trust be a closed set of
propositions ,,,hich, once established, precisely determine the
situation. The situations in which vre pmst act or abstain
from acting, are 'open' in the sense that they cannot be
uniquelJr described and finany circumscribed. Situations do
not present themselves with their labels attached to them; if
the;y did, practical problems would be a conclusively soluble
theoretical problems, the philosopher's dream.1 5

Furthermore, as Hampshire remarks, the word, 'fact I; is "treacherous,

involving the old confusion between the actnal situation and the

description of it; the situation is given, but not 'the facts of the

situation'; to state the facts is to analyse and interpret the situa-

tion. And just this is the characteristic difficulty of actual practical

decisions, which disappears in the text-book cas(~s, where the

'relevant facts' are pre-seiected. IIJ..6 Anyone doubting this need only

examine Robert Browning's The Ring and the Book, or the Japanese

mOVie, Rashomon, both of w'1ich are artistic attenpts to show the

difficulty encountered in discovering the situation from rerorts of the

I facts of the situation I. The difficulty with the natural law theory

is not the diffic1llty of bridging the logical gap between fa.cts and

values, but the difficulty of setting forth all the relevant facts about

human nature (which would include facts about the world, since man is



a I Being-in-the-world " to use Heidegger IS catep;ory) counting as

evidence for a particular moral principle. An example wOlud be the

recent controversy in the Roman Catholic Church concerning birth-

control, for this controversy centres about which facts are relevant

to the case of birth-control. The traditional Catholic view on

birth-control is that it is morally wrong to use methods of birth-

control (with the exception of the Rhythm hethod) because they are

'unnatural' or 'against the natural law'. If we inquire further. we

are told that it is against the natural law because it frustrates the

'natural' function of procreation.. But this is a simple, almost naive,

ans\ver based on an extremely narrow view of human nature, as if the

set of sentences setting forth the facts of human nature were a

closed set g '1'he moralist opposed to hirth-control on the'!;r-:...unds that

it is against the naturt'ol law has chosen a certain fact about human

nature, viz. the function of procreation entailed by man I s sexual

instinct, as the only one whic h is relevant and it is a good example

of a mis-conceived notion of the natural law. There are complex

inter-personal relationships involved in human sexual activity which

must be considered when examining the problem of birth-control, as well

as medical, and sociologico-economical factors, e.g. over-population.

The facts relevant to the case of birth-control are much more cOffiolex

than the narrow-minded natur~l law theorist would lead us to believe,

and if they are allowed their proper influence the whole complexion of

the problem changes. I have mentioned this controversy because it

points out that the 'facts of human nature' which count as evidence

for any particular moral princinle are complex and require the patient

investigation of the psychologist, biologist, sociologist, economist,

68
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as well as the philosopher. There are other manifestations of human

nature in addition to the natural inclinatio os that Aq11i nas has

sin{iled out:

There are, undoubtedly, great difficulties involved in the
objective descripti,)n and analysis of these specifically
human traits, which are n)t susceptible to quantitative
techniC"ues. But these problems of the investigator do not
invalidate either the reality of these attriblJtes or their
"natur:.l" character. The "morally relevant nature of Pian"
cannot be delineated unless -,.;e reckon with the entire cOTYlplex
of human nature, as well as we can knoVl it. We must include
its physic •.l, intellectual, esthetic, and spiritual aspects,
without which human nature is not hmnan. l 7

The difficulty of ascertaining all the relevant facts is behind

Aristotle's remark that when studying ethics "we must be content if we

attain as high a degree of certainty as the matter of it admits. III8

The two properties of moral ,judgments derived from 0. con-

sideration of the logical properties of Inoral language, viz. pre-

scriptivit;}, and universalizability are important because they prohihit

cert'·.in moves in moral reasoning. If, for example, two parties are

involved in a moral dispute are we to say that once the relevant facts

have been agreed upon, that the dispute will be at an end? This is

to ignore the prescriptivity of moral judgments which means,as Hare

remarks, that we must not only assent to a moral principle, but we must

also act upon it. Thus, a person may always refuse to adopt a moral

principle even after he has been convinced that the facts being what

they are, he ought to adopt it:

There are two stages in the process of universalization.
the first is rassed when we have found a universal principle,
not containing proper names or other sin,gular terms, from which
the moral judgements which we want to make foHows, given the
facts of our p§1rticular situation•••• But the next stage
is more difficult. It is necessary not merely to quote a
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p,axim, but (in Kantian language) to wiJl it to be a
universal law. It is here that prescriptivity, the second
main logical feature of moral jUdgements, makes its most
decisive appearance. For willing it to bea universal
law involves it to apply even when the roles played by the
parties are reversed. 19

This strengthens the conclnsion arrived at earlier that when we say

moral principles are entailed by factual premisses, we are not using

'entail' in the sense of 'logically deducible from', for if this were

the c' se then we are involved in a !dnd of Socratic paradox, viz.

once a man asserts the truth of cert:lin factual premisses then he is

logically contrained to adopt the moral principle in question, and by

i adopt' we mean that given the appropriate circumstances he will act

upon it. Prescriptivity points, then, to the problem of free will

in two ways: (1) we are always free to reject a moral princinle, even

one that has been well-founded on the relevant facts, and althollp,h this

would be logically odd, we \o\fOuld not be guilty of logical inconsistency

in the strict. sense; by 'logically odd' I mean that if someone asks

us to substantiate a particular moral princi"-le, and we do so b3r

refeH'ing to the relevant facts, and if after agreeing upon the matters

of fact, our questioner still refuses to adopt the moral princir·le

in Question, and persists in askin'2;)l 'Why should I adopt it?', his

refusal to adopt it would be 'logically odd I in the sense that we

should not know what else to say to him. It is always the case

that we cannot force an3rone to adopt a moral princirle, Le. to choose'

freely to act upon that moral principle, without abn.sing his freedom.

(2) Even thoueh l'fe have willed to ado'!!t a particular moral l')rinci"Je,

we may still be unable to act upon it because of some psychological

or moral flaw, and this is the problem referrrd to by Aristotle as
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akrasia, 'weakness of will'. Thus, it is because moral princ iples,

and the moral judgments inferred from them are prescriptive that the

relationship between facts and values is not the strict logicdl one

of entailment, and if this were not the case, then "'practical problems

would be conclusively soluble theoretical problems, the philosopher's

dream". By holding that moral rrincirl es are prescriptive, we are

prevented from saying that f~,ctllal premisses entail in the strict

lOGical sense moral princirles, althou~h it does not prevent U~j froD;

describing the relationship as one of 'entailment' in the looser sense.

I have areued throughout this thesis that it does matter which

set of moral princi~]es we adopt as the starting-point of all our moral

reasoning designed to tell us how vie ought to act. And the q11estion,

lIs a~r one set of moral principles better than any other?', is

in princi;,le unanswerable by the moral lin31Jists becalJse they assert

that there is an unbridgeable gulf between facts and values. I have

attempted to show that the gulf is bridgeable, and that there is a

relationship between facts and va]ues which can help us F!;ive content

to moral principles. If I have shown this satisfactorily, then all I

have shown is that in princirle disaF!;reements about ultimate moral

standards are resolvabJe, because we have a criterion for giving content

to moral principles which rises above individual attitudes or idiosyncrrtcies.

I have also tried to show that the theory of natur,l law is a valid

attempt to derive moral principl es i. e. to give them content, from

a consideration of human nature, a.nd as long as i'Je understa.nd that

human nature is constantlJr evolving, since we are continnally discover-

inl3 new facts about it, ,ve cannot be accused of woolly thinking.
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The natur;,l Imv is not a code-book of mora.1 rrincirJ es, wh: ch ','Ie

cELn somehow discover by reflecting within ourselves, and v.Jhi8h would

me-tke all our moral reasoning a matter of logical deduction; its

imrortance lies rather in the princir.J.e f,overning it, i. e. morfJ.l

rrinciples are given content by a patient investigation of the

relatiol:ship betwe8n certain f:,·cts of human nature and moral values.

For the most part, there is never absolute certairtJr re.'~arding the

moral principles ltfhjch ,:0 have adopted, and which we utilize in

resolving our da.y-to-day moral rroblems, although we can ha.ve a

certain amount of pro.ctical certitude" as Hare roints out:

••• we CJn never be logically certain that ",-e have arrived
at a moral principle which nothing could .:;ive us cause
to modify (Ui 3.3,3.6), though wo can samethes be 1:-r·~,etLcal1y
certain that nothing ,viII happen Nhich Vlould give us cause.
It is for this reason alone that ,ve can legitimately (for
practical purposes) make it 'a matter of princirle to act in
a certz<Ln "'my' 0 .'20

\'To,en 1'le are far:ed "lith difficnlt moral problems for which we have no

guide-lines, or with disputes between fanatics (rare as they are), there

is nothing for it but a patient investigation of all the relevant facts.

And for those IIwhose desires and actions have a rational basis lmowledge

of these principles of morals lThlst be of great advantage ll21 no matter

what the obstacles are which must be overcome in order to arrive at

them"
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